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2 concertgoers
to file complaints

Issues and answers

Thomas Hardy

Hart campaign organizer
discusses issues at SJSU
SJSU students gathered in the
Student Union Amphitheater at noon
yesterday to hear Edward Tabash,
California issues coordinator for
Democratic presidential candidate
Gary Hart.
Tabash fielded students’ questions on Hart’s policies on such issues as nuclear disarmament and
the draft.
The forum was sponsored by
SJSU Students with Hart, which is
currently conducting a voter registration drive to "register voters who
would be likely to vote for Hart,"

History
subject
of speech
at SJSU
By Net ha Thacker
The U.S. Constitution and
the learning behind it need to
be better known, said William
J. Bennett, chairman of the
National Endowment for the
Humanities, in his opening address to a conference on the
bicentennial of the Constitution.
Bennett spoke to an audience of more than 100 people
in the SJSU Music Auditorium
Tuesday night.
"It is our Constitution,"
Bennett said, "but simply to
inherit it is not enough."
The Constitution is not a
listing of rights, Bennett said,
and it is no primarily a lawyer’s document. It is also not
"particularly esoteric," but
"clear as a bell" in its broadest outlines and basic thrust.
"It’s not racy, it’s not
sexy," Bennett said, " . . butw
it’s solid."
It is also "probably the
best of its kind," he added,
noting that it is the most imitated political document in
the world.
The Constitution is imitated not only by free countries, Bennett said, but also by
countries that aren’t free. It
sets the terms "of international political legitimacy."
"Here is tribute," he said,
continued on back page
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Vice Chairman Weslee Howell said
The drive, which includes a
voter registration table at the Stu
dent Union and efforts to register
dorm students, runs through may 7,
the last day to register to be eligible
to vote in the June 5 primary.
As the California primary approaches, Hart is expected to make
campaign appearances in California
and the Bay Area later this month.
Representatives of the three major
Democratic presidential candidates, Hart, Walter Mondale and
Jesse Jackson, will speak at SJSU at
noon today in the S.U. Upper Pad.

By Mark Katches
Two minors who attended the
Agent Orange punk rock concert in
the SJSU Student Union Friday
night said yesterday they will file
complaints against University Police for police brutality and verbal
assault.
Alex Hamalian, 15, and Leah
Machamer, 17, claim they were
treated with excessive force after
the concert ended and University
Police officers and concert security
attempted to clear the crowd of
about 400 people from the area.
Both minors and several friends
attended the Associated Students
board meeting and spoke during the
public forum yesterday.
The board voted to have A.S.
President Kathy Cordova bring the
matter of alleged police and security mistreatment to the SJSU Police Advisory Committee.
After they left the meeting, Machamer said many of her friends are
considering lodging complaints
against University Police.
She said her parents are also
considering a lawsuit.
Hamalian said he was detained
by an officer wearing badge number
130 for public intoxication. Badge
number 130 is worn by Officer John
Moffett.
Hamalian was released when it
could not be determined that he had
been drinking, said Russ Lunsford,
University Police information officer.
Lunsford said the report stated
Hamalian smelled of alcohol.
However, Hamalian claims he
does not drink and that he was
struck by Moffett after a University
Police officer of Hispanic origin
with a mustache allegedly hit Machamer on the side of the head causing her to fall to the ground. Hamalian identified the officer as Steve
Gutierrez.

"Why did you hit her? Why did
you have to hit that girl?" the police
report stated Hamalian as saying.
Afterwards, Hamalian said he
was threatened with physical abuse
by Moffett and was forcibly taken
into custody.
"He told me the last time he hit
someone was two years ago, and the
person went to the hospital," Hamalian said. "Then he asked, ’You
want me to bring that up to dater’
At the University Police station
he said he was not charged with a
crime and was released.
SJSU student Richard Ramirez
spoke in behalf of the minors at the
meeting. He attended the concert
and said University Police officers
and security guards overreacted to
the situation.
"There were several instances
of brutality," Ramirez said.
He spoke with Gutierrez after
the incident and said Gutierrez told
him University Police’s effort to disperse the crowd was an example of
good police work.
Gutierrez had said earlier there
would have been a lot nore force
used if University Police called in
San Jose Police officers, but he
could not be reached for further
comment.
University Police Chief Maurice
Jones said he will stand by his officers until it can be proven that they
did not act professionally.
"No one has said anything about
my officers being spit on and cussed
at and pushed around," Jones said.
"I think my officers used a lot of restraint if things happened the way it
reads on the report."
Hamalian and Machamer said
they are willing to provide the proof
Jones is looking for.
"I just want to know why he
(Gutierrez) hit me," she said. "1
was just standing there."

Renovation of trolleys may be SJSU project
Engineering department to be offered undertaking of bringing back historical trolleys
By Patty Ka mysz
The renovated trolleys that will be clanging along downtown San Jose in 1986 will have
been brought to life partially by SJSU engineering students if heads of the Engineering
Department agree to a class project.
The county trolley project coordinators
plan to approach Engineering Dean Jay D
Pinson within the next few weeks, said Herb
Schrader, volunteer coordinator.
Ideally, they would like a class project for
the fall and/or spring semester where students
would work on the trolleys once a week as part
of the class. The county would supply all the
materials and power tools required, he said.
"The trolleys are in very bad condition,"
he said. In order to meet the April 1988 dead-

line, volunteer help is imperative, he said, adding that student engineers "are the best workers I’ve ever seen in my life."
In early February, 30 civil engineering students from the Associated General Contractors Club at SJSU helped to lay 300 feet of
tracks in the San Jose Historical Museum,
where the trolleys are being renovated.
They were dedicated workers especially
considering that "it’s one of the most gruesome things in the world to lay railroad
tracks," Schrader said.
Student volunteers from the civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering departments
would work on such things as stripping, wiring,
sanding and sand blasting of the three 44-seat

CM’S.

Even with the help of volunteers, the entire
two years will be necessary to get the trolleys
back on their tracks again because the pro
ceases are time-consuming, Schrader said.
The interiors of the cars will not require as
much work because they are in "surprisingly
good condition," he added.
The ancient 43-foot cars operated downtown from 1900 to 1938. Three of the cars were
salvaged from abandoned barns in San Jose
and Sacramento. Eventually three other cars
will be rejuvenated once the first line of trolleys are in operation.
The cars will cost $150,000 apiece to rebuild, according to Santa Clara County Board

Supervisor Rod Diridon. Funding has come
from donations and workers have been volunteering their services. Only the master car
builder is being paid.
Schrader, a retired radio officer for the
merchant marines, has been working on the
project for about six months.
The historical trolleys, which can carry up
to 100 people per car, will travel a loop along
First and Second streets from Bassett Street to
San Carlos.
Schrader calls this the "shopper’s shuttle." The cars will run on the same tracks that
the light rail vehicles will eventually run on.
"We’re going to have tourists from all over
the world riding these trolleys," he said

A.S. members question Schneider’s plans
By Mark Freeman
Members of the Associated Student Board of Directors exchanged
heated words yesterday when a report looking into why A.S. President-elect Michael Schneider is not
making any public comnents and
not participating in A.S. ’unctions
was discussed outside execut)ve session.
Alter an executive seas on for
next week to discuss the matter,
Schneider was asked if he would attend the A.S. meeting preceeding
the executive session. He said he
would come to next week’s meeting
but not just to attend the executive
session.
"The damage has already been
done to my reputation," Schneider
said. "If there are any other comments to be made, they will probably be made by me later this evening "

’The damage has already been done to my
reputation. If there are any other
comments to be made, they will probably
be made by me later this evening.’
Michael Schneider
A.S. president-elect
An executive session is a meeting which is closed to both press and
public.
A.S. Vice President Larry Dougherty told the hoard in his report
that he did not know Schneider’s intentions about remaining active in
A.S. and made attempts to speak
with Schneider about his absences
from the A.S. office and a board
meeting.
"When I approached Michael
about it last week I was only met

with antagonism," Dougherty told
the board.
On April 25, Sam Doying, A.S.
director of business affairs, asked
Dougherty and A.S. President
Kathy Cordova to look into the status of Schneider after it was announced Schneider resigned from
the Student Union Board of Directors and its subcommittee working
on the Rec Center. Schneider named
Jeff Houston, A.S. director of personnel and vice president-elect, to

succeed him.
"We wanted to look into it because we heard rumors that Michael
wasn’t coming back ( to A.S. meetings)," Doying said. "I think it was
appropriate to find out if a president-elect’s withdrawal (from the
public and A.S. matters) is going to
carry over to next year.
"I think Michael has answered
my question by coming to today’s
meeting," he said.
Schneider said he appointed
Houston to take his place on SUBOD
because Houston knows more about
the Rec Center issues than he does,
and as vice president-elect, the experience will be valuable for Houston next year
Many board members believed
the discussion should not have been
in a public meeting, said Stephanie

Duer, A.S. director of community
affairs.
"I think this is really out of
place here," Duer said. "This definitely belongs in exceutive session."
Doying said Dougherty shood
have made his report on Schneider
without asking Schneider to remark
on his absence or opening up the
floor for questions.
Although Cord.wa, who ran
against Schneider in the March A.S.
elections, said Schneider should be
held accountable for this if he is
going to represent the students next
year; she is willing to wait.
"He (Schneider) hasn’t taken
office as president yet and we need
to give him a chance," Cordova
said
"But people need to be aware
and be watchdogs for that kind of behavior,- she said.
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EDITORIAL

S.A.N.E. days
Being a commuter college, SJSU is very
familiar with the problem of student apathy.
It occurs in almost every actiVity that
takes place outside of the classroom. From
turning out to vote in student elections to
rooting for the school’s athletic teams. SJSU
students have shown that they are not exactly the gung-ho college type.
This is somewhat understandable. Today’s college student is, in most cases, juggling school with an assortment of other activities that are deemed more important to
him or herself. With such a load, many do not
have time for events such as S.A.N.E. Week,
which we are in the midst of.
Since the main objective of most students is to get a degree in their respective
field of study, school is obviously thier first
priority. When you add a job to this, it
doesn’t leave much time for anything else,
let alone attending school activities.
This makes students apathetic to many
things besides those that directly affect their
daily life. But then again, aren’t we constantly told to live day-by-day?
The nuclear arms issue may be one of
; the things that are trivial to some because of
; the fact they don’t face it directly. Usually, a
mid-term or term paper is of more importance to most students.
Nuclear Exchange is, however, a threat
to be reckoned with. S.A.N.E. Week, which
.1 began Monday, is sponsored by Students
Aware of Nuclear Exchange. According to
; Chris Dowling, president of the organization,
; the purpose of S.A.N.E. Week is to create a
; needed dialogue on the vital issues concering
2 nuclear weapons.
Many issues have been brought to light
in various forms and some students have
. participated. The speakers that have spoken
, or are still to speak range from former Pentagon Official Richard Shawkey to Assemblyman John Vasconcellos.
Various films concerning the nuclear
issue along with appearances by various
music groups are making S.A.N.E. Week as
entertaining as it is informative. S.A.N.E.
Week has answered many student questions
and will probably drum up a few more.
Student concerns with other areas of
their lives here at SJSU are justified, but can
we as human beings downplay the fact that
nuclear war is a reality? Maybe it’s just a lot
of hot air coming from world powerhouses.
As the week draws to a close, the Daily
encourages students to attend some of the
final activities and find out for themselves.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Fullerton’s concern for Daily
detrimental, Ad Manager says
Semester after semester, proud students .have
scrawled their names in the top drawer of the splintering wooden desk. The list lengthens with each semester:
Mark Calvanico, 1982; Lori Dynes and Patty James,
Fall 1983 all former Advertising Managers of the
Spartan Daily.
After more than 50 years of dedication by students
and staff who contributed to the success of the paper, it
is now on the verge of dying in debt.
The problems of the Spartan Daily’s financial situation are obvious and have been going on for years. The
solution is also apparent and has demanded support
from President Gail Fullerton.
My question is this: Why has it taken so long for Ms.
Fullerton to finally take interest?
Her lack of concern could be detrimental to the continuation of the newspaper, and could affect every student on campus.
Fullerton blocked student passed initiatives which

would have given the Spartan Daily 35-50 cents per student per semester. She said the votes were not binding
and that she has authority over the budget.
If the Daily is forced to stop the presses, now or in
the years to come, then over 25,000 students, faculty and
staff will be deprived of a free, daily newspaper.
Local retailers will not be able to reach the student
market cost-effectively and Associated Students will
have to find another medium to cover their elections.
In addition, SJSU is extolled for its outstanding journalism department, which attracts new students from
all over the United States. Without the Spartan Daily,
we lose recognition and prospective students.
Thoughtless decisions are being made at many peoples’ expense. Once the Spartan Daily dies, and all the
resources are exhausted, the chances are minimal that
it will ever be back again.
Lets hope that Ms. Fullerton’s actions were not too
late.
Toni Kohl
Spartan Dail!,
1thertising Manager

by Berke Breathed
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The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages
readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.
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Letters
All letters must bear the writer’s name. signature.
major, phone number and class standing. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed.
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Spoonfed
It’s time to confess.
My idea of a balanced diet is Frosted Flakes for
breakfast, Cocoa Puffs for lunch and Frost Loops
for dinner. Good thing I’m not balancing the budget.
The point is I’m addicted to breakfast cereals.
I’m likely to kill for my next bowl of Fruity Pebbles.
I live for heaping helpings of Trix and Super Sugar
Crisp.
This affliction has dulled my senses to the point
that I go to expensive restaurants and skim the
menu for Apple Jacks as the main course. My ailment has affected my studies. I couldn’t handle
studying notes without a bowl of Capn’ Crunch. I
couldn’t compose essays unless I had a gut full of
Alpha Bits.
Others need coffee throughout the day. I need
cold cereal.
I suspect I’m not alone. I hang out with the noncooking crowd. We can never pick the right things
to eat, so we select the easiest foods to prepare. My
collegiate pals are cereal lovers.
It all started at an early age. Mother tried to get
me to eat eggs, waffles, pancakes, French toast or
oatmeal. But, I always poured huge bowls of cereal.
I think Quisp and Quake were to blame. I got
caught up in the hysteria of who was the bigger and
best cold cereal god. I rooted for Quisp. He was the
underdog and his cereal tasted better.
Everything snowballed from there. I couldn’t
get enough of the breakfast cereals. Actually, I
couldn’t get enough breakfast. I was a teenage Sugarpopaholic. I suffered from Honeycombitis and
Luckycharmophobia.
My parents couldn’t take me anywhere not
even camping. They’d buy the Kellogg’s value
packs for the rest of the family and a family -sized
box of Capn’ Crunch with Crunchberries for me.
I flunked my health courses in elementary
school. When the teacher asked me what the four
food groups were, I said, "Chex, Rice Krispies,
Cheerios and Raisin Bran." They sounded
"healthy" to me. Maybe I should have included
King Vitamin.
And the urges haven’t subsided. When a small
box of Frankenberry once satisfied the little Kahlumnist, a big box of Frosted Mini -Wheats now is
hardly enough for a much larger Kahlumnist. It’s
always been early -morning cereal, late-afternoon
cereal and late-night cereal. Nowadays, there’s
other alternatives
such as alcohol, drugs and
candy.
It’s not the same. Nothing beats the mouth-watering act of milk spilling over those chunks and
flakes of sodium ascorbate, niacinamide, riboflavin
and pyrodoxine.
So, now I’m searching for a good rehabilitation
center or an effective lot of cereal addicts for group
therapy. I need to stop embarrassing my friends
and family with my problem. They have to quit
lying and making excuses for me like "He’s only
eating cereal to enhance the flavor of the milk."
The cereal symptoms have been detected and I
must admit to myself that it is an illness. That’s the
first step.
So. I’ll quit asking for a bowl of Corn Flakes at
the ballpark or Wheaties at an Italian sidewalk
cafe. There’ll be no more cartloads of Frosted
Flakes containing the added bonus of 3-D baseball
cards.
Someday soon, I’ll probably grow out of this cerealmania That’s when I’ll turn to the bottle.
Dean Kahl is the Daily’s feature editor and columnist. His column appears every Tuesday and
Thursday.

Supreme Court immigrant ruling: con
positive impact or scapegoating?

Jobs will open for those currently out of work
By Nick Gillis
It’s about time
Last month, after years of deliberation, the Supreme Court decided to legalize searches for illegal
aliens in factories while immigration agents block the
exits.
The new rules are simple: The Immigration and
Naturalization Service, with the help of police, may now
question employees about their immigration status on
the working premises. Those who can’t produce the
proper documents will be arrested
The 7-2 decision overturned a 1982 ruling by the 9th
Circuit Court of Appeals which said the raids had violated the rights of four legal U.S. residents who worked
at the factories, and had consequently sued the government.
These aliens, or ’undocumented immigrants,’ are
clearly widespread among the state’s working plants. It
is known that more illegal immigrants are entering the
United States each year than legals. Land of opportunity? You bet but for who?
The raids were authorized by the former Carter administration and defended by the Reagan administration as well as the majority of today’s blue-collar working class
Harold Ezell, the INS regional commissioner, estimated 25 percent of Santa Clara’s Silicon Valley working population is here illegally
I repeat 25 percent!
True, the staggering percentage is only speculation,
and nobody really knows how many aliens work and reside here illegally The INS, and even many immigration lawyers who face the problem on a daily basis, feel
that at least 10 percent of today’s residents are here illegally But when you think about it, any percentage at all
would still be too much.
When immigrants are indirectly allowed to take
jobs away from those who’ve lived here legally for
years, or perhaps a lifetime, then something is definitely wrong
Unfortunately, much of the blame can be placed on
the employers themselves After all, they’re the ones
who profit off the aliens who are willing to work for the
cheapest of wages Realistically, it would seem that the
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The
’Kahlumnist’

cons’, colons enjoy the idea of an ’open border.’
Too bad, because the immigrants are costing local
and state governments plenty of money. Along with low
earnings come low taxes for these people. With many of
their children in public schools, however, the average
Mexican family will cost the state of California over $2,000 in annual services.
It has come to the point where the land of the free is
being overwhelmingly influenced by the presence of
aliens who aren’t even American citizens. And crown
thy name with brotherhood, indeed.
Look around. We all moan about the high unemployment rate in the country today. One main reason for the
problem, and perhaps the saddest, is that illegal citizens
from other countries are holdings notable percentage of
the jobs In 1977 alone, over 20,000 illegal aliens were apprehended in factories in the Los Angeles area With the
new law, recent inspections in the state have already
helped apprehend scores of the Mexican workers.
The implications of the new ruling are obvious, and
should have a positive impact on America’s working
class. Jobs aplenty will be opening up for those who are
currently out of work.
It’s doubtful that a shortage of applicants will be
available to fill the shoes of those who are deported, as
some employers claim rifficials have even expressed
the unlikelihood that the raids will be so sweeping that
firms will be forced to shut doors due to lack of employees.
But, even if it reached that extreme, I’m sure Congress could find a way to allow aliens to work here legally, rather than close businesses altogether.
Others who’ve knocked the recent decision claim
that it’s a direct violation of Fourth Amendment privacy
rights The problem is, illegal citizens don’t enjoy such
rights
Although the law won’t create daily raids among
mills across the country, it will have its effect At least it
will keep employers on their toes regarding who they
hire and what they choose to pay them It’ll he nice to
know that Americans can foresee many new jobs opening, without having to sacrifice something as destructive as a war to get them
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Legal and illegal immigrants are used as scapegoats
By Karen Salom

Members of Congress are knocking their heads together by not realizing the U.S economy is dependent
upon the labor of undocumented immigrants.
If it weren’t for undocumented immigrants coming
into these American jobs, perhaps American business
and industry, including Silicon Valley, would not be
what it is today
America’s ideal of the "land of opportunity" seems
to be distorted because of last month’s U.S. Supreme
Court ruling that the government may freely raid factories in search of undocumented immigrants. When these
so-called "illegal aliens" are found, they are booted out
of their jobs by the immigration agents, and made subject to deportation. By this ruling, the U.S. government
has turned its back on those who have looked to America
for a guiding light to shelter.
America is being a bit two-faced by allowing undocumented immigrants to work in their factories for
what little pay is offered, and then turning around and
allowing them to be surveyed and arrested by local police.
This ruling leaves the industry employees ins jam.
On one hand, they must abide by the congressional ruling and should not, by law, hire these immigrants. On
the other hand, people coming across the border get the
job done for the employees
In a recent study of illegal immigration in Southern
California, Dr. Thomas Muller of the Urban Institute in
Washington said in his report entitled, "The Fourth
Wave," that the Mexican immigrants have been a great
benefit to the local economy
Analysis from the Field Research Inc , based on
census data from 1970 to 1983, implies that about 52,000
low -wage jobs would not exist if Mexicans were not in
residence here It’s because of these low -wage jobs and
the immigrants’ willingness to work that many American industries and companies are in operation today
U.S. citizens claim these undocumAnted immigrants are taking their jobs away from them. Are these
immigrants really causing that much commotion? Or
are the Amer:can people using them as an excuse to not
find their own jobs?
The truth is that immigrants, legal or illegal, are

being used as a scapegoat. Sometimes, they come into
the United States having no choice but to work for cheap
labor. But, American citizens have the leisure of leaning
on unemployment and welfare agencies.
Lawyers from the Immigration and Naturalization
Service can’t yet pinpoint how many undocumented immigrants actually reside and are employed in the local
area. They estimate about 25 percent of Silicon Valley’s
business and industry’s work force is here illegally. Do
they also estimate these immigrants are taking jobs
away from the American people?
As of February, the state Employment Development Department reports 807,000 persons are employed in the Santa Clara County and 53,000 persons are
unemployed.
If the INS correctly estimates 25 percent of the
working force is illegal, and successfully deports 200,000
undocumented immigrants, that means more jobs will
be created But how can 53,000 legally unemployed persons fulfil 200,000 job openings. It’s hard to see Silicon
Valley being very productive when the INS kicks out the
workers who serve as its building blocks.
Muller’s research showed that by having undocumented immigrants working in unskilled positions, it
opened up jobs for the professional and skilled. Futher
research from "The Fourth Wave" shows a Burbank
company who employed about 50 Mexican women who
worked as assemblers Together, living here illegally,
they’ve helped to create nearly a dozen executive and
sales jobs for Anglo and black citizens.
Studies have shown that both legal and illegal immigrants entering the United States during the 706 and
early 80s have increased the American economy
The Supreme Court made a grave mistake by allowing immigration agents to search the factories. Besides
being a violation of privacy rights, this ruling is just a
formal, official way of saying that if the American people had a choice, they wouldn’t employ themselves with
cheap labor.
Congress needs to pass a law to help legalize immigrants, not to jump on their backs for being undocumented The American government just needed someone to pick on
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Pride is key to management, author says
By Anne Hellquist

Thomas J. Peters, coauthor of the best-selling
book "In Search of Excellence," told a full house in
the Morris Dailey Auditorium on Tuesday evening
that pride, enthusiasm and
zest are the keys to successful management techniques used by the best run
companies in America.
Peter’s
appearance
was sponsored by the SJSU
M.B.A. Association and underwritten by the Digital
Equipment Corporation in
Cupertino.
Tom Costello, M.B.A.
Association communications director, said Peters
was hired to speak at a
price of $2,500 two semesters ago, but was forced to
cancel his appearance.
Although his speaking
fees have increased to 410,000 since the publication of

Thomas J. Peters
his book, he spoke at SJSU
at the original price of
42,500.
Peters said the type of
businesses that most impressed him and co-author
Robert H. Waterman were
those which proved "it can
be done in places where, in

tlient. it should not be doable."
He said this type of organization is best represented by Purdue Farms
headed
by
"chicken
farmer" Frank Purdue.
Despite economists’ annual predictions since 1930
that the market for chicken
is saturated Purdue has
created a 1750 million
chicken business.
His profit margin on a
pound of chicken is approximately 1000 percent above
the
industry
average,
according to Peters.
"Mr. Purdue’s problem is that he never took a
course in microeconomics."
Peters said Purdue’s
success is a result of integrity and striving to improve his company’s products.
Business accomplish-

ments, Peters said, are a
result of committed and
energetic employees.
Peters said the 3M
Company executives cut
back the funding for their
product teams "at least
three or four Limes" because it is the "only way to
be sure you’ve peeled them
back to the true fanatics
determined to make it
work."
"Lovely, sweet and
adorable" people are not
the best kind of employees,
according to Peters.
"Let’s look for the ones
who get things done, and
they may not always be
sweet."
Peters said he is proposing a "revolution" in
the way people think about
managing.
The manager should
no longer be a "traffic cop,
referee, nay -sayer or dev-

il’s advocate," but an "enthusiast, nurturer, facilitator and cheerleader "
The biggest problem
with American management and productivity
today is that managers are
out -of-touch with their customers and employees,
Peters said.
One succesful manager who does keep in
touch, Peters said, is the
founder of the Marriot
Corp., Willard Marriot,
Sr., who opened his first
A&W Rootbeer stand in
1928.
Today, 56 years later,
the 84-year-old continues to
read daily every single
customer complaint card
received by his 43 billion
corporation.
An additional advantage businesses gain from
close customer contact is
that product users, "not

Although the annual
Dean’s Scholarship offers
a relatively small $250
award, the prestige and
honor associated with the
scholarship makes for stiff
competition among applicants, according to Shari
Selover, executive director
of the Alumni Association.
"There are lots of very
prestigious scholarships,
like the one offered by the
Rotary International Serv-
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"
Selover
added."The Dean’s scholarship offers less money,
but because those chosen
for the award are chosen
by the Dean of their school,
students consider this to be
’the’ prestigious award."
These students will receive this year’s awards at
the Dean’s Scholarship luncheon on Friday, May 13:
School of Applied Arts
and Sciences:
Janet Denise Jue, senior; Collette Suzanne
Avila, senior; Lori Jean
Long, junior.
School of Humanities
and Arts:
Mick Van Valkenburg,

senior; Karen Cosette Winter, senior.
School of Education:
Sharon Jacobs, senior;
Sharon Murata, senior.
School of Social Work:
My Ngoc Thi Tran, senior; Sheilah Davidson. senior.
School of Social Sciences:
Annette Darlene Coffey, senior; Michael S.
Hobson, senior
School of Engineering:
David Alan Richwood,
senior; Christina Marie
Brown, junior.
School of Science:
Linda J Boeddiker, ju-

nior; Theresa A Burkes,
senior
School of Business:
Debra L. Petkevicius,
senior; Suzanne L. Stone,
senior.
Mary Lou Gilbert, the
wife of SJSU football coach
Claude Gilbert, is the
chairperson of the Alumni
Association’s scholarship
committee.
"One thing all of the
applicants have in common is that they set high,
yet realistic, goals for
themsejves," she said.
"And many of them work,
have families to feed and
go to school full-time."
"There used to be n

scholarships worth 4100
each instead of the 16 $250
scholarships we’re offering
now," she added.
Students eligible for
the Dean’s Scholarship
must have a 3.5 G.P.A. in
the major and a 3.0 G.P.A
overall. The G.P.A.s may
include all college work or
just that work completed
at SJSU.
Gilbert also heads the
recently
established
Alumni Recognition Project, which concentrates
om sending letters of congratulations
to
SJSU
alumni for any of their successful endeavors.

Students’ grades on rise in L.A.
LOS ANGELES (API
The number of city students excluded from extracurricular activities because of low grades has
dropped steadily since a
controversial grading rule
requiring them to maintain
a "C" average was enacted a year ago.
More students who
in
sports,
participate
music, the yearbook and
productions
dramatic
posted higher grades during a 10-week marking period that ran through January than during the
previous period, a Los Angeles Unified School District study shows.
"It appears to be working well. The information

that we get is that kids
have acclimated to it," Bill
Rivera, district director of
communications,
said
Tuesday. "The data seems
to indicate that people are
working hard."
The grade policy applies to students in grades
four through 12.
During the last half of
the fall semester, 13.6 percent or 9.616 students - of
the 70,944 who participated
in extracurricular events
lost their eligibility. By
comparison, the first half
of the fall term, ending in
Nov.18, saw 15.9 percent
lose eligibility, and in the
last 10-week grading period in the spring of 1983,
15.5 percent became ineli-

gible due to grades.
But school board Pres
(dent John Greenwood said
it is possible that students
are avoiding the more difficult classes because of the
policy’s controversial requirement that anyone failing even one class must be
dropped from extracurricular activities.
School district officials
have no data to confirm or
deny that has been the
case, Rivera said.
"We have no reason to
believe that students are
taking the easy way out by
taking courses that are less
complicated," he said,
adding that such a style
would be complicated.
Under the grading rule

perception." He said one
airline industry official
told him, "If they find coffee stains on the flip-down
tray, they assume we don’t
do our engine maintenance
right."
If the "magic" words
are courtesy, service and
quality superiority, then it
is clear, said Peters, that
they come from "an all
hands effort."
"Maybe you can bully
most of your employees to
come to work four out of
five days of the week,"
Peters said. "But you can
never force a person to behave in an excellent fashion. That comes only
through voluntary committment."
The real magic that he
has observed in excellent
and successful heads of

companies is their "bone
deep belief in the dignity
and the worth and creative
potential in each and every
person in their organization."
"If you have pride in
your organization, you can
get your people to do anything," Peters said.
Pride and care for the
people and the product.
said Peters, is what it’s all
about. "Have pride, enthu
siasm, zest, and a hell of a
lot of fun," he concluded.
Peters received "his
B.C.E. and M.C.E. in civil
engineering from Cornell
University and his M.B.A
and Ph.D. in business from
Stanford University. He
currently teaches at Stanford Business School and
heads the Palo Alto Consulting Center.

SANE WEEK

Students vie for scholarships
By Greg Brooks

the geniuses in marketing
research," are most often
the source of new product
and service ideas.
However,
American
businesses often ignore or
are even rude to their customers, Peters said.
"You can have any
market you want in this
country if you will simply
be courteous to your customers, because you’ll be
damn near alone," Peters
said.
He added he was
frightened when a bogus
seminar he offered as a
joke entitled, "Is It A Genetic Imperative that Engineer-Driven Companies
Be Rude to Their Customers?" actually received enrollees.
The name of the game.
said Peters, is "customer

the school board enacted
last spring semester, a student with straight "A’s" in
all other subjects would
have to be dropped from
extracurricular
participation with the receipt of
an "F" in just one class.
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Tasteful search for SJSU’s flavor
Everyone gets in the act finding the ’budding’ stars of SJSU’s food
By Dan Koga
Did you ever wonder
who decides what foods to
carry in the various campus food services? You
probably didn’t know that
someone has tasted and approved virtually everything that is served by the
various eateries, and it
wasn’t little "Mikey" of
Life cereal fame.
The tasters are the various managers and supervisors of Spartan Food
Services.
"Initially, new products are presented to either
myself as food services director, or to the managers,
or sometimes all of us together depending on what
the line is," said Spartan
Food Services Director
Lorraine David.
occasionally,
But
David said, different staff
personnel from different
departments will be asked
to come in.
"We’ve had people
from the Health Services
come over here. They like
to be on our list," she said.
David said the products are brought in by
salesmen from brokerage
represent
who
firms,
brand -name items, or distributors.
’What a broker does
is, he represents several
different companies that,
in essence, manufacture
the items:’ David said.
She added that, "The
distributors are the ones
that deliver all the products to us; they’re the purveyors, and come in on a
weekly basis with a variety
of everything we use."
When the products
have been brought in, Food
Services evaluates their
suitability.
"Once we decide if we
want to consider the item
or the line of products,"
David said, "we arrange
for a tasting with the managers and/or the tasting
committee."
The Dining Commons,
unlike Spartan Shops, is a
non -cash operation and has
its own tasting committee
The committee is made up
of resident advisors, resident hall directors, student
volunteers and Housing Director Willie Brown
The food committee is
very active and meets biweekly. David said She
said it is easy for the Dining Commons to bring in a

product, give it a one-shot
try and find out whether it
is well -liked.
"This could be an item
on the salad bar, a main
entree, a breakfast item, a
different type of sweet roll
it could be anything, and
it’s very easy to bring it in
and say, ’Let’s give it a try
and see what the overall
response is "
According to Brown,
the food committee’s taste
testing is used primarily to
find out if there are any
glaring problems with the
food in the Dining Corn-

erated units for display of
the crossaint sandwiches
and the fancy desserts"
that were brought in at the
start of this semester.
"Without this, we couldn’t
considered
have
even
them," she said. "So you
always have to evaluate
what your equipment is,
( and) what the probability
is of having it there."
Products are taste
tested almost daily, and
new products come in for
evaluation almost weekly.
"We had all the desserts in here last week that

’I think we’ve tried 15 different
cheeses on those chips. I know
we have tried at least seven
types of chips and every time we
go out to eat at any time that we
may, everyone comes in with
another idea.’
Joann Basher-Marahrens
Spartan Pub manager
mons. Dining Commons
Manager Bob Woodward
has been very receptive to
trying new products on a
two-week basis, he said
The main things the
committee checks, Brown
said, is whether foods meet
with Food and Drug Administration
requirements, are nutritionally
balanced and provide the
Dining Commons with a
wide variety of choices
Vegetarian dishes in
the
Dining
Commons
started on a regular basis
as a result of the tests,
David said. "Anyone can
be on the food committee
that lives in the dormitories. However, we never
have more than six people
on it.
"Now in the cash operations (the eateries accessible to all students), there
are entirely different considerations," David said
"The first thing to be
thought of is, ’Is there
room to display the product?" And the other ’Is
there a need or a desire to
add it?’ "
Room to display a new
product is very important
to the actual carrying of a
product or products, David
said.
"We had to buy refrig-

. -

could be used for either
catering or the espresso
counter," David said. "We
could be asked to taste almost anything at almost
any time."
"I know. myself, I
have tried at least 25 different salsas," David said,
"and I, having been raised
in New England, find that
very difficult to do."
For the actual taste
tests, evaluation sheets are
used. These evaluation
sheets list the vendor and
its representative, the
foods to be tested and the
taster, then rates them
from one to 10, David said
"For example, say
with a cake, you’re concerned with the sweetness
of it, its moisture, ( and)
the color of the product.
Say it’s an eclair, (you’re
concerned with) the basic
acceptibility of what an
eclair looks like or consists
of
There are no listed
spec,fications on the evaluation sheets, David said.
"Those are told to us be-

fore we do the testing."
These
specifications
differ from product to
product, she said. "Say it’s
fish. What is the texture of
it? Are there any bones in
it? What is the dryness of
it?
"Say they are bringing
in some new entrees," she
added. "Since we make
most of our entrees from
scratch, on occasion we
will find something that is
real superior and we will
want to use it."
Another way Food
Service’s evaluates its
foods is to give spot checks.
Student Union employees
given
food
tags
are
( passes) where they can go
in and pick whatever they
want to evaluate.
"They can walk in at
any time," David said.
"They evaluate the presentation, the personnel, the
service we provide, and believe me
they’re honest."
The name of the evaluator is not written on the
evaluations, allowing him
or her to remain incognito.
"And
of
course,"
David said, "I constantly
get feedback, as do all the
employee’s that work in
these operations. They certainly are considered, reviewed and discussed because I have weekly
meetings with the managers and monthly meetings with all the supervisors.’’
According to David,
the most recent finding by
the evaluation system was
that some of the personnel
were not being pleasant to
all of the customers all of
the time. She said the issue
was brought back to the
employee’s and were told
that,
"We
understand
you’re under pressure, but
that does not change the
fact that we are a service
organization and therefore
have to provide a service
with a smile, and that’s
very difficult to do at
times. We have to tell them
that no matter what the
circumstances are and no
matter how irate the customer may be which is
frequently the case you

ToiLlanctli&
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have to look at their point
of view." David emphasises this fact by saying, "Without them we
wouldn’t be here."
The taste testing has
been on -going for the nine
years that David has been
with Spartan Shops. "It’s a
very important part of how
we operate."
David said that the
taste testing led to the
Spartan Pub to carrying
tostadas and nachos.
Joann Basher-Marahrens, Spartan Pub manager said that she has initiated a few of the taste
tests herself and thinks
that "it works fairly well.
That’s how we got most of
the products at the espresso counter."
David said "I think
we’ve tried 15 different
cheeses on these chips. I
know we have tried at least
seven types of chips and
everytime we go up to another school or we go out to
eat at anytime that we
may, everyone comes in
with
another
idea."
Basher-Marahrens
said
that Spartan Shops General Manager Ed Zant
comes up with the most
ideas because his job takes
him to various places. "We
don’t just get our new ideas
and products through the
salesmen that come here,"
David said, "but also from
our own experiences eating
out."

JOHANNESBURG,
South
Africa
( AP) The scene is a white suburb. Dad’s
on the roof struggling with the television
antenna. Mom and the kids are in the TV
room shouting: "Better .
No, worse .
Awful . .. Go back to where you were."
They are trying to pull in Bop TV, the
first television station not run by the
white-minority government in South Africa. Only on Bop TV can audiences see
such American programs as "The Streets
of San Francisco," "The Rockford Files"
and "Ironside."
Bop TV beams from the black homeland of Bophuthatswana, an impoverished
tribal area where most of the television
sets are in the gambling and golf resort of
Sun City. The average Bophuthatswana
resident lacks electricity or is too poor to
owns television.
Many Tswana -tribe citizens of the
homeland live near Johannesburg in the
ghetto of Soweto. From a homeland transmitter 95 miles away, the Bop signal
strikes the Johannesburg tower of the government -run South African Broadcasting
Corp (SABC), which relays it to Soweto.
The signal spills into some white
neighborhoods, where viewers pay up to
$180 for special antennae to pull in shows
unavailable on SABC.
When Bop TV launched its programming on New Year’s Eve, it promised
lively American and European entertainment to compete with the SABC fare,
heavy with sports or dramas about white
pioneer days in Africa.
The homeland station also said its
news shows would provide fuller coverage
and would be free of South African
censorship

While Bop TV has not lived up to all its
claims, it remains an attractive alternative for white viewers. Besides old American series and current international
sports shows, it also broadcasts NBC’s
"Diff’rent Strokes," unlikely to be seen on
SABC because it is a situation comedy
about a white man adopting two black
children.
The nightly news regularly offers footage on foreign events and gives listeners
more stories than SABC. Bop announcers
don’t belabor stories on pronouncements
by South African government ministers
But they offer flattering reports on the
homeland’s leaders.
Recently Bop TV interviewed Winnie
Mandela, the banned wife of Nelson Mandela, serving a life prison sentence in
South Africa for sabotage. Many blacks
consider Mandela to be their national
leader.
Mrs. Mandela’s banning means it is illegal for her lobe quoted in the South African media. Newspapers the next morning
noted Bop TV’s "scoop," and South Africa
said it took up the matter with
Bophuthatswana through "diplomatic
channels."
Sports on Sunday is taboo on SABC,
which reflects the conservative Christian
values of the ruling white minority. Not on
Bop where Sunday afternoon viewers
enjoy "ABC’s Wide World of Sports," followed by recent soccer matches from Britain.
The greatest controversy over Bop TV
comes from whites who complain they are
victims of racial discrimination apartheid in reverse. They argue against SABC
trying to restrict Bop’s signal to Soweto.
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Americans flood to cities
WASHINGTON (API
Nearly
half of all Americans in mid -1982
lived in the 36 metropolitan areas
with populations of I million or
more, the Census Bureau reported
yesterday and Houston was the fastest growing community in the country.
The southerly flood of people
seeking jobs and sunshine moved
Houston into the No. 8 position formerly held by Washington among
the 50 largest metropolitan areas
of which 36 had populations of 1 million or more.
Overall, 111 million people or 48
percent of all Americans lived in
these million -plus population centers by July 1, 1982, according to a
study conducted by Richard L. Fors tall and Donald E. Starsinic of the
Census Bureau’s population division.
They found that the Charlotte,
N.C., area has joined the ranks of
the million -plus metropolitan areas
since the national census in 1980.

P/Xel. /30’15

and Salt Lake City is likely to do so
shortly.
The New York -northern New
Jersey -Long Island metropolitan
area remained No. 1 on the list, with
17,589,000 people as of mid-1982.

crease of 1 percent per year since
mid -I980.
Houston surpassed Washington,
which dropped to ninth place with 3,339,000 people, up 2.5 percent from
two years earlier

The Los Angeles area remained
second, with 11.9 million, and the
Chicago area third, with 7.9 million.
Both positions are unchanged since
1970, although the central city population of Los Angeles topped that of
Chicago only in the past year.

At the same time, Atlanta
moved ahead of Baltimore to 15th
place and Tampa -St. Petersburg
displaced Cincinnati as the 20th
largest metro area
Orlando, Fla., joined the list of
the 50 largest areas for the first
time, displacing Scranton -WilkesBarre, Pa., which dropped off the
list.

Metropolitan areas combine
central cities with their suburbs and
other related communities, under a
definition established by the Office
of Management and Budget and
used in federal programs.
With an estimated 3,458,000 people in mid-July, Houston had risen
by 11.5 percent from 1980. That was
the fastest growth rate in the country and well ahead of the national in-

Nine other metropolitan areas
also more than doubled the national
Dallas,
They
were
increase.
Phoenix,
Ariz.;
Fla.;
Tampa,
Denver; Sacramento, Calif.; San
Antonio, Texas; Miami, San Diego
and Atlanta.
Metro areas in the North grew
more slowly, paced by Washington
and Minneapolis -St, Paul,
But these cities grew faster
than they had in the 1970s.
New York, Philadelphia, Milwaukee and St.
Louis, which lost people in
the 1970s, stopped declining. Still losing people,
however, were metropolitan Detroit, Buffalo, N.Y.,
Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

Census Bureau research
unveils homeowner drop
WASHINGTON ( ATh --- The share of Americans
who own their own homes has declined for the first
time in at least 20 years, the Census Bureau said Tuesday.
Housing costs and other economic factors were
blamed by housing experts questioned about the figures.
The drop in ownership between 1980 and 1983 was
disclosed in a special study on homeownership trends,
which also indicated that the ownership decline may
have eased by the end of last year
The share of U.S. households that owned their
home dropped from 65.6 percent in 1980 to 64.6 percent
last year, after gradually declining in 1981 and 1982,
according to the report, part of a series prepared for
several years but not previously published
That was the first "statistically significant" decline since the bureau began quarterly reports on
homeownership in 1962, said Wallace Fraser of the bureau’s Current Surveys Branch.
But Fraser added that the quarterly ownership figures for 1983 remained almost constant, which may indicate that the decline has slowed, or that homeownership rates are remaining steady.
"We’ve noticed the trend. It is disconcerting," Ken
Kerin, vice president for research of the National Association of Realtors, said of the decline from 1980 to
1983.
A decline of about 1 percent in ownership doesn’t
sound like much, but it represents over half of the gain
made during the entire decade of the 1970s, Kerin
pointed out. The Census study shows an ownership in-

crease of about 1.5 percent during that decade
"The reason is affordability," said Kenn "We
talk about affordability a lot. It is real and it has an impact on people.
"Unfortunately, we do not see the affordability situation getting better in the next few years," he added
Realtor News, a publication of his organization,
warned last December that unless housing sales improve, American homeownership could fall below 60
percent by the turn of the century
Housing sales picked up a bit last year, but haven’t
improved much this year, Kerin said, adding that he
has no reason lobe very optimistic about next year.
Michael Sumichrast, chief economist at the National Association of Home Builders, was more positive, however.
There is no question 1979 through 1983 were "pretty rotten years" for homeownership because of the
economy, he said. People were losing jobs in many
areas and "when people are in the soup line, they don’t
buy homes."
But the economy has improved and home ownership is looking up too, he said.
"The situation has changed. I don’t think there’s
any question . . new construction is up" and the
availability of money and jobs is better, and interest
rates have improved, Sumichrast said.
The 1980 ownership rate of 65.6 percent represented 52,223,000 households owning homes. The rate
of 64.6 percent in 1983 represented 54,671,000 homeowning households.

San Jose’s population steadily increasing
SAN JOSE (API San Jose, the fastest growing big city in the United States in the 1980
census, gained another 11,500 residents during
the 12 months ended last January, the state Finance Department said yesterday.
Statewide, California’s population increased to 25.4 million, up 470,600 from January 1983.
San Jose’s population grew to 683,800 by
the end of January, compared with 672,300 in
January 1983, an increase of about 1.7 percent
in one year,
Between 1970 and 1980, the city’s population grew 36.9 percent.
The five largest cities in California Los
Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose
retained their relative posiand Long Beach
tions on the population list.
Stan Kethum, senior planner in the San
Jose Planning Department, said the rapid
growth, if planned properly, is a good thing in
the long -run

"Fast growth brings problems," he said
But San Jose is "healthy compared to areas in
the east."
Kethum said the city is planning for expansion as called for in the Horizon 2000 report
The plan includes development of areas like
the Coyote Valley.
Councilwoman Lu Ryden said the city’s
rapid growth is good, only if San Jose is not allowed to deteriorate.
"If the quality of life is also progressive,
then that’s great," she said. "I have no problems with it
Councilwoman Nancy lanni said that people now living in San Jose will have to decide
whether they still want to live in this valley.
"We are the fastest growing major city,
whether we like it or not," she said.
The Finance Department said also:
r Los Angeles grew by 44,100 people during the 12 months ended in January, increasing

’We are the fastest
growing major city,
whether we like it or not.’
Nancy Ianni,
SJ councilwoman
to 3,108,400.
San Diego’s population increased to
953,900, a 24,600 gain over January 1983
San Francisco grew by 8,600 over its
January 1983 level of 698,300. The 1.2 percent
growth placed its population at 706,900 at the
end of the 12 months.
Long Beach, at 675,500 in January 1984,
increased 2,300 over its January 1983 level.
Staff writer Melissa Calyo contributed to
this story
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Authorities probe three murders for link
Investigators from five as enHAY WARD ( AP
forcement agencies have formed a task force to probe the
slayings of three teen-age girls over the last five months
in southern Alameda County.
"We have to determine if there is a link and if the link
connects all three of them or what," Undersheriff Dan
Vohl said Tuesday.
The body of Kellie Jean Poppleton, 14, of Fremont,
was found dumped in Sunol, nearly 10 miles south of Hayward, on Dec. 2. She had been strangled, beaten and sexually abused, authorities said.
On April 5, the body of Tina Marie Faelz, 14, was discovered dumped at the end of a freeway culvert in Pleasanton, a few miles northeast of Hayward. She had been
stabbed more than 15 times. The assault apparently
started as she walked home from Foothill High School.
A $25,000 reward has been offered for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of her slayer.
On April 15, the battered body of Julie A. Connell, 18,

of San Leandro, was found in a field in Castro Valley, a
community a few miles north of Hayward.
Connell was nude from the waist up and badly beaten.
The cause of death has not been disclosed.
The Poppleton case drew widespread attention last
December when a 13-year-old girl told authorities the
teen-ager was killed for "snitching" on a school drug
ring.
Based on that story, authorities arrested the girl, two
other teen-agers and an adult for investigation of murder.
The case against them dissolved, however, when the
girl’s story proved false.
Investigators said previously that the victims were
killed in different ways and in different cities, making any
connections between them unlikely.
But on Tuesday, they said there may be a common
thread that would be discovered only if the agencies work
together.

Delay requested in Gaye trial
LOS ANGELES (AP)
A
murder case against the father of
slain soul singer Marvin Gaye Jr.
was delayed yesterday after lawyers said the retired apostolic
minister suffers from a brain
tumor that may require surgery.
Superior Court Judge Michael
Pirosh was to have ruled yesterday on Marvin Gay Sr.’s competency to stand trial for murder in
the singer’s April 1 shooting at the
family home west of downtown
Los Angeles, but because of possible surgery Pirosh rescheduled
the hearing for May 16.
"We are hopeful there will be
a decision very soon (on whether
to undergo surgery)," defense attorney Michael Schiff said. "It’s

up to him ( the elder Gay)."
Meantime, Schiff said a courtordered psychiatric study of the
70-year-old father has been cornpleted "but we feel it is Madequate to date."
"It’s a day-to-day thing,"
Schiff said. "The doctor says he
(Gay) is competent one day and
not competent the next."
On Tuesday, an autopsy revealed the slain singer had traces
of cocaine in his blood at the time
of his death.
"This finding indicates the deceased used cocaine at some point
in the past, but was probably not
under its influence at the time of
his death," county coroner’s
spokesman Bill Gold said.

Chavez
denounces
lawsuit

Gaye, 44, probably consumed
the cocaine four to eight hours before he died, he said.
Marvin Gay Sr. contended
after the shooting that his son had
been a heavy cocaine user who
"became something beastlike"
under the drug’s influence.
Following the autopsy April 2,
the coroner determined that the
Grammy Award winner died of
two gunshot wounds to the chest,
Gold said, noting that there was
no evidence of intravenous drug
injections.
The entertainer’s father, who
has pleaded innocent to his son’s
murper, spells his last name differently than Gaye.
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Dan Vohl
Alameda County Undersheriff
Pleasanton Police Lt. Dave Freeman said deputies
are facing a nagging theory "that if the person is cunning
enough he might just change the method (of slayings) to
throw us off."
The six-member task force includes representatives
from Fremont, Hayward, San Leandro and Pleasanton
police departments and the Alameda County Sheriff’s Department.

FBI sting ridiculed
LOS ANGELES (AP)
John De Lorean’s attorney, intensifying his assault on FBI "sting" tactics,
accused
an
undercover agent yesterday of pushing a reluctant
De Lorean into a drug deal

reason to disbelieve it."
However, Tisa admitted that someone in the
Los Angeles FBI office ultimately followed up on the
allegation and found out
that there was no connection whatsoever

The attorney, Howard
Weitzman, also ridiculed
the agent’s testimony that
he believed De Lorean’s
fictional story that the automaker was being backed
by the Irish Republican
Army with $2 million to
buy drugs.
"When a person says
that in a meeting, you take
it for what it is," the agent,
Benedict Tisa, testified
yesterday. " . . .I had no

De Lorean, 57, is
charged with conspiring to
distribute $24 million worth
of cocaine in an effort to
save his failing sports car
company in Northern Ireland.
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Juan Corona, twice conSOLEDAD (AP)
victed of slaying 25 farm laborers and burying their
bodies in Sutter County orchards, is scheduled next
month to make his first bid for parole from state
prison after 13 years of incarcaration.
The state Board of Prison Terms has scheduled
a June 13 hearing for Corona, who is serving 25 concurrent life terms. The victims’ bodies were discovered in 1971 in shallow graves along the Feather
River north of Yuba City.
Corona was arrested May 26, 1971, and has been
incarcerated ever since.
In 1978, a state appeal court in San Francisco
overturned his original 1973 conviction and ordered
a new trial.
Corona’s second conviction now under appeal came in 1982 after a $4.6 million retrial in
Alameda County.
He cannot be released while the appeal is underway, according to both District Attorney Carl
Adams and Corona’s attorney, Michael Mendelson
of San Francisco.
But the board has the option of releasing Coa
n
o
r
sometime during
the next
two years.
Or itcan
set a date for a new parole hearing in one to three
years.
Corona, who lost an eye in 1973 when he was
stabbed 32 times by inmates at the Vacaville Medical Facility, lives in Soledad Prison’s protective
housing unit because of the notoriety of the case,
said prison spokeswoman Ruth Younger.
The unit houses Sirhan Sirhan, convicted assassin of Sen. Robert Kennedy, and was home to former San Francisco Supervisor Dan White before
his release in January. White was convicted in the
shooting deaths of San Francisco Mayor George
Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk.
"He keeps to himself," Younger said of Corona.
"He’s quite a loner. He’s assigned to high school education courses half a day. The other half day he’s
unassigned.

’They aren’t necessarily
connected, but we just want to
ensure the fact that we’re not
overlooking any possible leads.’

Don’t Compromise

KEENE
(AP)
United Farm Workers
President Cesar Chaves
contends a suit against the
union by lettuce grower
Bruce Church is a "gimmick" aimed at defusing a
boycott.
The
Salinas-based
Church company charged
in a civil rights suit in U.S.
District Court at Fresno
that the UFW "exercised a
far-reaching and paralyzing control" over the state
Agricultural Labor Relations Board when Democrat Jerry Brown was governor.
The suit contended the
union controlled appointments of board members
and hiring of staff.
Chavez has been conducting a boycott against
Church because of failure
to reach a contract agreement.
"I think that the suit is
a gimmick on the boycott,"
Chavez said in a telephone
interview Tuesday.
"I
don’t think they’re serious."
He said the suit "goes
to extremes to try and
make the ALRB biased" so
the company can tell supermarkets it is not guilty
of unfair labor practices.
"I think the best word I
can use to describe it is outlandish," the union leader
added.

r Juan Corona has
chance for parole
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Lowest rent figures questionable
CUMBERLAND, Md. AP )
This down -at-the-heels mountain
city in the skinny panhandle of
western Maryland is billed by the
government as the cheapest place
in the nation to live, but living in
Cumberland isn’t necessarily a
bargain.
The U.S. Census Bureau reported last week that at $165 a
month, this city had the lowest
median rent cost for 1980. Some
local folks expressed skepticism
about the figure, but others said
it’s because some people are too
destitute to afford better housing.
"If they are renting for $165
it’s because they are real dogs,"
said rental agent Linda Deremer.
Mayor George Wyckoff Jr.,
who has his own rental property,
scoffs at the Census figures, calling them "possibly ridiculous."
The study said the national
median rent in 1980 was $243 a
month, meaning half the prices

Decrease could be caused by
a rising unemployment rate
were above and half were below
that point.
The accuracy of the study
"just depends on what people incorporate into things," Wyckoff
said.
But there’s one thing for sure.
Cumberland, a factory town
wedged between West Virginia
and Pennsylvania is shrinking.
Cumberland’s
population
dropped from around 39,000 in
1940 to just under 26,000 in 1980.
Rows of wooden shacks built
to house railroad workers are testaments to Cumberland’s busier
days as a center of commerce at
the end of the C & 0 Canal.
Unemployment was at 11.3

percent here in Allegany County
in February, compared to 7.8 percent nationwide and 6.2 percent in
Maryland.
Last fall, the Celanese Corp.
shut down a fiber -producing plant
here, throwing about 250 people
out of work. At peak production in
the 1940s, the Celanese plant employed about 10,000 people.
The local Kelly -Springfield
Tire Co. plant, the area’s largest
employer, had been cutting back
workers, and by early this year,
about one-half of the plant’s 1,000person workforce was on furlough.
But in early March, Kelly announced it was beginning a recall

that would put about 350 people
back to work by June
Wyckoff concedes that high
unemployment could drive the
cost of housing down.
"I think the demand isn’t as
great," said Wyckoff. "So when
the demand isn’t as great, in
order to get tenants people who
have tenants have to lower the
rent."
Wyckoff said he recently
bought a home containing three
rental properties, and he charges
rents ranging from $310 to $425
monthly for those units.
Deremer, owner of a real estate agency that handles more
than 100 rental properties, also
said she was surprised to learn of
the Census study, saying its figure
"seems low."
She said she recently rented a
three-bedroom house for $180 a
month, but added, "It isn’t a nice
house."
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Man prints slurs,
quits newsletter
DUBUQUE, Iowa (AP) A retired Irish chef
who has printed racial, sexual and ethnic slurs in a
neighborhood newsletter has resigned from the city
Human Rights Commission to avoid giving the city
a "black eye."
The latest controversy surrounding Clarence
Duffy, 62, was stirred by the April edition of his private newsletter, The Little Dublin News, in which
he commented about slow mail delivery.
"Our out-of-town mail has been slowing down.
Maybe it’s due to all those stupid broads they have
working in the post office now," he wrote.
Duffy characterizes his newsletter as a neighborhood publication understood by people who remember when ethnic lines were more clearly
drawn.
Previous comments in the newsletter have
characterized people of German descent as being of
limited intelligence. The newsletter also has described blacks as "jungle bunnies" and has carried
remarks yearning for the days before the human
rights "bull" started.
The newsletter is published for current and former Dubuque residents of mostly Irish descent.
Duffy’s wife says its circulation is about 5,000.
Dubuque’s population is 98.9 percent white, figures show. Most residents are of German or Irish
descent, with the Germans probably edging out the
Irish, said Father Tom Ralph, editor of the Roman
Catholic archdiocesan newspaper "The Witness."
When the remark about mail delivery appeared
in the April newsletter, Bruce Clark, president of
the American Postal Workers Union local, told city
officials the union would push for Duffy’s resignation at the next City Council meeting.
"We feel it is completely inappropriate for
someone who prints that kind of stuff to be a member of the Human Rights Commission," said Clark.
He said about 10 of the 60 members of his union are
women.
Duffy headed off a City Council confrontation
by agreeing to resign Saturday at the request of
commission chairman Dave Simon, who said he
was backed by at least five of the seven other commissioners.
The Human Rights Commission, established by
city ordinance, meets at least monthly to handle
discrimination complaints, Executive Director
Matt Lorenz said.

Plan to limit spending
rejected by U.S. Senate
The Senate
WASHINGTON (API
rejected a $316 billion deficit-reduction
plan Tuesday, bearing out a prediction
from its sponsor, Sen. Ernest F. Hollings,
D-S.C., that his colleagues would not approve such a sweeping proposal in an election year.
The plan was defeated 57-38.
After dawdling over minor amendments for days, the Senate regained momentum when Hollings offered a complete
substitute for a three-year, $144 billion
package of deficit-cutting measures
backed by President Reagan and Senate
Republican leaders.
"That breaks the ice," said Majority
Leader Howard H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn.,
who has been pressing his colleagues for
action for more than a week.
Hollings said it would take political
courage for senators to vote for his plan.
Sen. Dale Bumpers, D-Ark., said,
"The truth of the matter is this place is
paralyzed by fear," and deficits will not be
reduced "by lamenting it on the floor of
the U.S. Senate."
However, Sen. Pete V. Domenici, R-

’The truth of the matter
is this place is
paralyzed by fear’
Sen. Dale Bumpers

Friday, May 4

Her reaction was echoed during interviews with two other members of the
lobbying group sponsored by Save the
Children, the private, non-profit
agency that operates anti-poverty programs in the United States and 36 other
nations.
Tuesday was the 7th annual Save
the Children Day, which the sponsors
use to dramatize the plight of the poor.
In previous years, children have testified before committees.
This year, the format was changed
to direct one-on-one lobbying "in order
to reach more ’key’ legislators and to
broaden the impact beyond a single
committee," according to Save the
Children spokesman Ken Croken.
The three young lobbyists interviewed said that what were supposed to
be 30-minute meetings with lawmakers
lasted from five to 15 minutes and were
interrupted by phone calls and members rushing off for votes.
"I feel like the people we were talking with didn’t have time," said Holly

N.M., chairnyan of the Budget Committee,
said it was nEt simply a question of political courage.
"I am not sure if I was king of the
world here ... I’m not sure I would take ...
$70.8 billion out of the Social Security trust
fund to balance the budget" over five
years," Domenici said. He added, "I don’t
think this economy is in such bad shape"
that drastic measures must be taken "tomorrow."
Hollings’ plan would have imposed a
one-year freeze on government spending
followed by annual budget increases limited to 3 percent, together with $137 billion
in tax increases through 1987.

Willis, 12, of Marvell, Ark. "We didn’t
have a deep discussion, Everytime I
paused, the congressman got up and
went to the door.
"They were paying attention, but I
don’t think they heard what we were
saying," said Willis. Asked if she
thought her lobbying would have an impact on poverty, she replied: "I think I
helped."
Antonio Davila, 11, from New
York’s Lower East Side, said he found
lawmakers to be "nothing special
regular kind of people. Some of them
were in a rush."
Beecher, a Hualapai Indian from
Peach Springs, Ariz., also found Congress a "very busy" place. "They were
paying attention, but I don’t think they
heard what we were saying."
Some members took time out Tuesday afternoon to speak to the children
at a brief ceremony on the Capitol
lawn.
"This wasn’t a privilege for you to
come here, this was your right," said
Rep. George Miller, D-Calif., chairman
of the Select Committee on Children,
Youth and Families.
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., said,
"Unfortunately, the children of this
country have no lobby, no pressure
group, to speak for them. But these
children are doing a good job."
Rep. Dan Marriott, R-Utah,
pledged that "we’re going to listen to
them. They’ve got their heads screwed
on straight."
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8:30-Midnight
Thursday, May 3
The Sliders

WASHINGTON (AP) Coming to
Capitol Hill from some of America’s
poverty pockets, youthful lobbyists
needed less than a day of buttonholing
lawmakers to learn a lesson about Congress.
"They’re too busy to listen to us,"
said I5-year-old Renee Beecher on
Tuesday afternoon after she and 38
other children spent the morning in
congressional hallways and offices
meeting senators and representatives.

D Ark

DATES

8:00-11:00
Wednesday, May 2
Chris Cain Band

Kids learn lesson

Saturday, May 5
Sunday, May 6

8:00-11:00

’’Mystery Guest"
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11:30
12:00
9:00
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TICKET PRICES
Opening Ceremonies
1st Qualifying Block
2nd Qualifying Block
3rd Qualifying Block
Rolloff Block (12 Baker Games)
Rolloff Block (6 Baker Games)
Stepladder Finals

(good for all sessions)

$3.00
$4.00
$5.00

$7.00
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COME SEE THE MOST EXCITING BOWLING EVENT
IN THE COUNTRY
NIGHT
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Not just
an average
athletic team
’Play time’ for judo champs
While the average student spends
lunch hours contemplating what kind of
sandwich and beer to order or what new
dilemmas will be drummed up in the afternoon soap operas, a unique form of
mid -day action goes on that most students
would probably consider a bit masochistic.
A peek upstairs into the men’s gymnasium reveals what appears to be just an
average routine work out for athletes.
But for these athletes, lunch time is
play time Play time includes combinations of body slamming, choking and grappling on a heavy canvas mat.
The male and female players of the
SJSU judo team have the reputation of
consistently chalking up wins in competitions.
This group of judokas holds the title as
the National Collegiate Judo Champions.
and SJSU has held that distinction 21 of the
last 22 years
It is a common misconception that
judo is similar to karate. But judo is a
form of martial arts that has often been
referred to as the Japanese version of
wrestling.
In competition, stand-up fighting.
take-downs and throws are a means of
scoring A judoka can also beat an opponent on the basis of a point system for certain moves.
Holding positions for a maximum
time period of 30 seconds, a choke, an arm
bar or a perfect throw by a competitor
ends the match and constitutes an instant
win
Although the team is equally superior
in stand-up fighting, the dominant Spartan
jodokas are especially noted for their techniques on the mat.
Perhaps it’s the judo team’s grueling

two-hour daily practice schedule that is
the basis for their victories.
The dedication and devotion of these
student -athletes to their s!.....rt is what separates them from being just an average
athletic team.
Coach Yosh Uchida is the man who
serves as the propelling force behind the
team.
Presently the president of the U.S.
Judo Federation, Uchida has attracted attention to the program at SJSU and has
created the best judokas in the country.
Team member Christine Penick, a
145-pound third degree black belt, is an

Judo Coach Yosh Uchida
eight year Senior National Champion.
"If it weren’t for judo. I wouldn’t be
somewhat as adventurous as I am now,"
she said. "Judo gives me confidence to
stand alone."
Penick said judo plays a big part of
her life
To the members of the SJSU judo
team, judo is their life.

Photos by Clay Holden
Text by Karen Sulom

Attacking with no-holds barred intensity, at top,
Brewster Thompson gets his
grip on Khalid Ayyoub;
above, in a blur of motion,
Spartan judoka Rod
Conduragis heads for the
mat as he is flipped by Rill
Quinn; at far left, PanAmerican gold medalist
Christine Penick applies an
arm bar to her opponent, and
at left, after a two-hour
practice. SiSrs judokas
’circle up and warm down,’
a ritual series of exercises
designed to help the athletes
unwind before hitting the
showers.
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Broncos finally get to Olson
By Joe Roderick
It was like old times
again for the Spartans
Steve Olson had hitters
flailing at his forkball and
SJSU batters were coming

ball
Association
play
Since April it, SJSU has
lost 10 of 12 league games.
Once upon a time, the
Spartans were the talk of
the town. At one point, they

Baseball
up with the right hits at the
right times.
But before the Spartans could relish the moment, the old times turned
to new. The "new" Spartans let opportunities slip
away while letting a couple
of cheap hits fall in. The
final score the University of Santa Clara 7, SJSU
5 yesterday in the first
game of a double-header at
Buck Shaw Stadium.
The "new" times continued into the second
game, as the Broncos beat
the Spartans, 7-6.
The two losses dropped
the Spartans to 13-12 in
Northern California Base -

were 11-2, leading Fresno
State by half a game. But
now, SJSU is fighting just
to stay alive in the race for
second place. The Broncos,
now 14-11, moved into second, ahead of the Spartans
and St. Mary’s College.
Things looked good for
the
Spartans
initially
against Santa Clara. Once
again, the Broncos were
fighting just to get a piece
of Olson’s pitches. He continued to mystify the Broncos st ith his tricky forkball.
The last time he faced
Santa Clara, Olson allowed
no earned runs in a 13-1
win. He was dishing up the
forkball again yesterday

Kansas City takes
Spartans’ Johnson
By Joe Roderick
The Spartans’ Bobby Johnson, an equally adept
runner and receiver, was drafted in the 11th round by

but mixing in an occasional
fastball or two. The Broncos could do little but swing
weakly at his pitches
until the fifth inning.
The left-hander had a
shutout through four innings, until dangerous
Mike MacFarlene boomed
his 11th home run of the
season over the 385-foot
sign in left field. But it was
only 4-1 Spartans, nothing
to get panicky about.
Later, the Broncos had
two runners on and two
outs. Olson battled Rich
Martig, hitting a lusty .410
in league play. Olson induced Martig to pop one up
to short right field.
"I was ready to walk
off the field," Olson said.
"When he hit it, I thought,
’Oh yeah.’ But then I saw it
might be trouble."
Dwayne Graybill, who
may be the best defensive
first baseman in the
league, apparently lost it in
the sun. And second baseman Lou Holt was also battling it. Holt got close, but
couldn’t catch it in time, allowing two runners to
score for 4-3.
"That pop-up just took
the wind out of me," Olson
said. "I thought the inning
was over. What can you

ball off the glove of Olson,
scoring Bearden.
"The ball wasn’t hit
hard," Olson said. "I dove
at it and missed it It was
just another little thing
that hurt us."
SJSU tied it at 5-5 in
the eighth on a couple of
singles by Paul Mason and
Holt. But the Spartans
could have had more. With

say? It was a tough play."
Shaken, Olson dished
up a pitch that Kevin Dun ton creamed down the line
for a double and a 4-4 tie.
The Broncos moved
ahead 5-4 in the seventh on
another weird play. Dave
Bearden singled and eventually went to third on a
fly -out to right. With two
outs, Dunton knocked a

Football
the Kansas City Chiefs Tuesday.
Johnson was the fifth pick in the 11th round, the
285th player taken overall.
The senior transfer from Monterey Peninsula College gained 911 yards last season, while scoring eight
touchdowns. He racked up 1,555 yards in his two-year
Spartan career.
But Johnson wasn’t exclusively a runner. Like so
many other past Spartan running backs, Johnson was
called upon to catch the ball out of the backfield. In two
years, he grabbed 79 passes for 758 yards.
With the rapid rise of situation substitutions in the
National Football League, Johnson may be well -suited
as a player who comes in during obvious passing
downs, ala the Washington Redskins’ Joe Washington.
"Bobby’s very versatile," Spartan head coach
Claude Gilbert said. "He’s kind of a cross between a
running back and a receiver."
But nonetheless, Johnson will have a tough time
sticking on the roster. The Chiefs have two former
Spartans, brothers Kenny and Jewerl Thomas, as well
as James Hadnot and Ken Lacy, a runner via the
USFL.
"Just to be drafted is a heck of an honor," Gilbert
said. "He’ll have his opportunity to make the team.
But it’s impossible for me to say whether he’ll make
the team or not. A lot depends on whether he’s in the
right place at the right time. Injuries could be a factor.
They could lose a couple of their guys to injuries and
that might open up a spot for Bobby."
Kansas City didn’t go on a shopping binge for running backs. The Chiefs used a third-round pick to select Herman Heard of Southern Colorado, but that was
about it in the way of runners.
To some, the fact that Johnson was drafted at all
was unexpected except for Gilbert "I don’t think it
was necessarily a surprise," Gilbert said. "He played
very well here.
"The pro people look at a lot of things when they
draft people
speed, size, personality. And Bobby’s
got good speed, and a good strong, angular body."
Coincidentally, the two Spartans drafted, Johnson
and wide receiver Eric Richardson, were also teammates at Monterey Peninsula
Richardson was drafted in the second round by the
Buffalo, which picked him 41st overall.
But another Spartan, free safety Sherman Cocroft,
who intercepted 14 passes in two years, wasn’t drafted
Cocroft was projected as a late draft choice. "It
must be a big disappointment for Sherman not to get
drafted," Gilbert said, "but it might be an advantage
for him in the end. Sometimes, it’s better not to get
drafted at all."
Gilbert said Cocroft might be better off trying to
make it as free agent because "you can select what
team you want to play for. If a team is thin at your position, you can try to make it with them. There’s also
better leverage in terms of a salary standpoint."
Other local players drafted were
Draft notes
Stanford wide receiver Eric Mullens, who went to
Houston in the sixth round and Santa Clara offensive
tackle Gary Hoffman (Green Bay, 10th round). . One
UC-Berkeley player was picked in the first round but
it wasn’t linebacker Ron Rivera. Cal’s tight end David
Lewis was 14th player picked overall, going to the Detroit Lions. The 49ers had shown interest in Rivera, but
opted for Brigham Young linebacker Todd Shell. Rivera didn’t get picked up until midway through the second round, by the Chicago Bears.

Don’t throw
away those good
shoes!
"I guarantee your satisfaction
on every repair job or you
receive a full refund."
GREG K., Owner

THE COBBLER’S BENCH
626 Town & Country
San Jose, CA 95128

(408) 249-0439

Craig Sailor
knock the Spartans out of second place in the NCBA race.
The Spartans have lost 10 of their last 12 league games.
the bases loaded, Mark the year.
six days. My arm was
Saucedo lined back to re"1 thought it was a alive. I thought my fastball
liever Sal Vaccaro, who good pitch," Olson said. "It was working. I just got a
initiated a nifty 1-2-3 dou- was down and in. He just couple of forkballs up.
ble play.
opened up and pulled it -The second game was
"I thought we might just enough to pull it out "
just as wacky. The Broncos
break things open." Olson
Williamson’s
shot broke it open with a threesaid. "Mark hit the ball made it 6-5, which quickly run fifth inning, taking a 6hard, but that guy just became 7-5 later in the in- 2 lead. But the Spartans
gloved it. Early in the sea- ning.
hung tough until the sevson, that ball might have
When it was over, enth and final inning, t tilgone through. We’re just Olson could only sit and ing 7-3.
wonder. He hadn’t pitch
struggling right now
SJSU loaded the bases
Instead of taking a that badly, save the two in the seventh. Ken Camilead. the Spartans trailed homers. But in the end, his niti then walked, scoring
minutes later when Ray record had dropped to 8-7. Scott Rettig for 7-4; a wild
Williamson ripped Olson’s Only a short time ago, pitch scored Tom Krause
first pitch of the eighth in- Olson was 7-3.
for 7-5 and Saucedo scored
"I felt strong," he said. on ground -out for 7-6 But
ning over the left -field
fence for his sixth homer of "I hadn’t pitched in five or that’s the way it ended

Tom Krause steals a base early in the first game yesterday against Santa Clara, The Broncos won both games to

Register to Vote!!!
April 30

May 4

At The
Student Union
Everyone who registers will
receive a

FREE
bag of popcorn from
Spartan Bookstore

Craig Straw
Dwayne Graybill slides in safe at second under the tag of second baseman Mark Cummins early’ in yesterday’s double-header.

Make the Student Voice

SELL IT QUICKLY!

Be Heard!

We’ve put all
our eggs
into one big basket.

Funded by Associated Students
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Wheels & Deals, the world’s first and largest
service exclusively for private party vehicle
sales, has combined its San Jose and Mountain
View operations at one location.
Now, all of our buyers and sellers will benefit
from the more than 200 vehicles all displayed at
one large South Bay location of Wheels & Deals.
901 E. El Camino Real
Mt. View, CA 94040
At the Sunnyvale Border)
(415) 965-8062
M F 8, Sat In In Sun Closed

Prep Sessions
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Graduate Record Exam
A four -meeting course:

Saturdays
May 5 and May 12 and May 19 and May 26, 1984,
8:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m. each day
or
July 7 and July 14, 1984,
and
30
June
June 23 and
8:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m. each day
San Jose State University
Office of Continuing Education
Call (408) 277-2182 for information
$95 fee includes all materials
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SJSU loses to 49ers awaits PCAA finals
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By Paul Lloret
John Hubbell, SJSU’s men’s tennis coach, wanted his
team to have two competitive matches this week.
He got what he wanted.
After last Monday’s 5-4 victory over Nevada -Las

Tennis

Dave Kuhn hits an overhead as teammate
Bob Hepner looks on. The duo lost their

Vegas, the Spartans were ready for the arrival of PCAA
powerhouse Long Beach State on Tuesday. The 49ers
came into the match as the 20th-ranked team in the country and were looking to give the Spartans a workout prior
to this weekend’s PCAA Championships.
Despite a good effort on the part of SJSU, Long Beach
captured their 32nd victory of the season, a 6-3 decision
over the Spartans.
The 49ers raised their conference record to 5-1. They
have lost but four on the season. SJSU fell to 3-4 (13-12
overall).
However, while Long Beach’s netters were winners in
four of six singles matches, SJSU’s John Saviano and
Dave Kuhn were pleasant surprises in No. 1 and No. 2 singles.
Saviano upped his personal record to 17-10 with a 3-6,
6-4, 6-4 victory over Kevin McClintic. McClintic, who at
one time had a 27-3 overall record, is one of the conference’s leading singles players. However, it was Saviano
who played the role of spoiler by coming back from the
first-set loss to post his most impressive win of the year.
Kuhn’s victory was almost as impressive. It was definitely more surprising. Prior to the game, the Spartan junior had a slightly pulled hamstring. According to Hubbell, Kuhn just wanted to play a few games to see how he
felt. Whether he felt good or not, Kuhn swept Long
Beach’s Scott Booth, 7-6, 6-3 for his 18th victory of the
year.

Craig Sailor
No.1 doubles match as the Spartans
dropped a 6-3 decision to Long Beach.

Hubbell was pleased with both of the Spartans’ per
formances. "That was one of Saviano’s best matches al
the year," he said. "It was definitely his best win." Hub
bell also commended Kuhn’s efforts. "It was a funn,
thing, because he (Kuhn) really didn’t expect to do well
But he played a great match."
The third Spartan victory on the day was in No. 3 sin
gles. Alex Winslow and Paul Van Eynde teamed for a 5-7,
6-3,6-2 decision over Peter Smith and Vince Horcasitas.
Hubbell said that a couple of matches could have gone
either way. "I was pleased with everybody’s play," he
said. "It was really what we needed."
The Spartan coach was referring to this week’s conference tournament. He wanted his team prepared for the
PCAA’s, and he thought that the Spartans’ performances
in the beginning of the week were good tune-ups for the finals. He also thinks that this year’s tournament will feature some surprises.
"I don’t think it’s going to be easy this year," Hubbell
said. "It will all depend on who’s mentally tough and
who’s prepared to play. If everybody (meaning the Spartans) wants it enough, I don’t see any reason why we can’t
win."
Throughout the past season, Long Beach, Fresno
State, and defending champion UC-Irvine were struggling
for the league’s top position. All lost one conference
match this season. Hubbell mentioned that this year’s
conference featured the most depth that it has had in four
or five years.
"There are four or five pretty solid teams," Hubbell
said. "Fresno, Long Beach, and Irvine are all going to be
tough."
Following the PCAA finals, which will be held Friday
through Sunday in Stockton, Calif., are the NCAA Championships. That tournament will be held at Athens, Ga. on
May 12-20.

Spartan judokas receive Olympia Award
By vlonte Poole
Alike Swain and Robert Berland, members of SJSU’s
perennially outstanding judo team, have entered an elite
athletic fraternity that has Ralph Sampson and Carl
Lewis as members.
\ ward, a naSwain received the Southland (

. Mike Swain

Clay Holden

SJSU plays host
to championships
By Frank Lopez
SJSU will host the NorPac Championship Tennis
Tournament starting at 8 a.m. tomorrow and carrying
through the weekend.
The Spartans are seeded fourth in the tourney and

Tennis
have a real chance of securing their highest finish in
league since records were first kept on women’s tennis
in 1978.
The heavy favorite to win the tournament is the
University of California. Finishing spots beyond that,
however, are up in the air. Along with Fresno State
and the University of Washington, SJSU has a real
chance of dethroning the University of Pacific as the
second place finisher.
"Cal is out of our range," Spartan coach Lisa Beritzhoff said, "And pretty much out of everyone’s
range."
The Bears’ record over the last four years supports Beritzhoff’s statement. Cal has captured the last
three NorPac championships and takes a 39 match
winning streak over league opponents into the tourney.
Cal finished the year at 13-9 overall, 5-0 in league,
and posted wins over nationally ranked teams Arizona
and Pepperdine
After Cal, seeds 2-6 for the tournament are UOP,
Washington, SJSU, Fresno. and Oregon State.
Despite being seeded fourth, Beritzhoff feels her
team has a chance of finishing as high as second.
Individually, she said, her team stacks up better
than Washington’s, and despite losing 7-2 to UOP earlier this season, Beritzhoff feels the match could go either way this time around.
SJSU’s best recorded NorPac finish was a third in
1979 when they went 8-6 overall and 4-2 in league.
Since then, however, the team has suffered four
woeful seasons prior to this year. During that time,
SJSU compiled a 12-39 overall record and a 5-25 league
mark.
But then Beritzhoff and four new players appeared
on the scene. The result: an 8-8 overall finish, 4-2 in
league, with wins over Fresno and Santa Clara for the
first time since 1979.
Beritzhoff has brought, what No. 6 single’s player
Lynda Rose earlier in the year termed, "new enthusiasm" to the team, while the additions of Julie Rose,
L. Rase (no relation), Ahn-Doa Espinosa, and Marilyn
Morrell to this years team have brought the depth to
make Mir a winner
MU will face a struggle for whatever position it
finishes in the tourney. Beside UOP and Cal, the Spar
tans will face stiff competition from both Fresno and
Washington.
SJSII edged Fresno 5-4 earlier in the year

tional honor recognizing achievement among athletes
participating in the 31 summer and winter Olympic
sports, during a luncheon at the SJSU University Club
yesterday. Berland is recovering from a knee injury and
was unable to attend.
The award, an ornate hand-made two-handled Greek
vase, is colored in black and soft brown and stands about
15 inches tall. Now in its second year of existence under
its current guidelines, the award is also sanctioned by the
U. S. Olympic Committee.
Swain, a 23-year-old who competes in the 156-pound
division for SJSU, recently won his fourth national collegiate championship and is a member of the U. S. Olympic
team.
Swain, who just returned from a successful European
tour gold medals in the Czech and Belgium Opens and a
silver in the German Open has won 13 of 22 international tournaments during his 15 years of competing. He
has never finished lower than third in any of them.
Swain also got a measure of revenge while competing
in Europe. He defeated the Cuban opponent who had denied him the gold medal at last year’s Pan American
games.
Berland, who has won 28 national titles during the
past 13 years, also has won four national collegiate championships. He won both the 209-pound and open divisions
in 1982 and 1983.
Both competitors, who also won medals at last year’s
National Sports Festival, have spent their collegiate careers under the tutelage of SJSU judo coach Yosh Uchida,
who has led the Spartans to 21 national collegiate championships in 22 years.
"I have to thank my coach," Swain said. "Without
him. . .1 wouldn’t be where I am today."
But leading to this honor, there also has been some
immeasurable sacrifices on the part of Swain himself.
"I started when I was eight years old, " he said. "I
think it’s better to start young, but it hasn’t been easy. In

15 years, I would say that I’ve never taken more than
three weeks or a month away from judo. It was really
tough in high school, with everybody going out and having
a good time."
For the past six years Swain has gone to Japan,
where he grapples with culture shock and practices judo
eight hours a day under a rigorous regimen formulated by
the Japanese.
"When I first went over there (to Japan), it took
awhile to get used to the way they do things
which is
quite different from here," Swain said. "Now that I’ve
met a lot of people over there and made some friends, it’s
pretty easy.
Swain’s style originates from the pure Japanese tradition, where judo is an art form.
"I use technique and quickness, while most of the people over here get by on strength," said the senior, who
competed in wrestling and judo in high school.
The Olympia Award vase is a reproduction of the
Greek amphoras given to winners of athletic contests held
in Athens more than 2,000 years ago. Other winners of the
award, which is the result of a voting committee that includes former athletes such as Rater Johnson and Eric
Heiden, also include Alberto Salazar and Phil and Steve
Mahre.
Southland, owner and franchiser of 7-Eleven stores,
has chartered two large jets to transport the U. S. Olympic medal winners on a celebration tour immidately
after the summer games,
said Greg Fritz, the company’s west coast Olympic
representative.
Uchida, referring to
his Swain’s penchant for
tournament success, suggested Fritz "save a seat"
for Swain.

NCAA bid ahead for golfers?
By Paul Lloret
Anticipation.
The ninth-ranked Spartan women’s golf team is

Golf
seeking a bid to the NCAA
Championships on May 2326 at the Innisbrook Golf
and Country Club in Tarpon Springs, Florida.
Mark Gale, in his seventh year as the women’s
coach, feels that the Spartans will have their hands
full in a strong field. That
field will include Tulsa,
Miami, Florida, Arizona
State, and Duke, the numbers
one-through-five
ranked teams in the nation
According to Gale his
team has the potential to
play well, but it will be difficult. "If we finish in the
top 10 of 17 entrants, it will
be terrific," he said. "The
potential is there, but it
will be tough."
Gale said that this season’s edition of the Lady
Spartans has been hampered by a lack of depth
The team has been carried
by four golfers. Ann Walsh
leads the Spartans with a
76.53 overall average. Behind her are Liz Chiarelli
( 77.67), Lisa Ipkendanz
(78.43), and Nancy Brown
(76.67).
Although they have
had a lack of depth, the
Spartan golfers have finished in the top 10 in all 11
of their tournaments. SJSU
has notched a pair of tournament wins, a pair of second -place finishes, and two
third -place finishes
However, the Spartans
will not know whether they
are officially invited to the
NCAA tournament until

May 11. Gale said that the
NCAA picks 10 teams with
the best scoring averages.
Seven at-large teams are
added to that field. SJSU
has an average of 310.53,
which is "not bad" according to Gale.
While Gale is eyeing
the tournament, he is more
excited about five recruits
that he landed. Among
those are Libby Wilson and
Anto Manuli from Austra-

ha and Italy. Wilson is Australia’s National Junior
Champ and Manuli, who
transferred from Tulsa,
was a former national junior champ in her homeland.
from
Rails,
Julie
Seattle, Dana Lofland,
from Oxnard, and Karen
Engberg, from Laguna Niguel (Southern California)
round out the list of recruits
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Body Shop
(408) 286-4432
271 Bestor Street, near campus
student discount with this ad

WE’VE SPENT
31 YEARS
HELPING YOU MAKE
THIS DECISION
You’ve Nund that someone special, and it’s time in
select the ideal engagement ring, a gift that will be a symbol of
your love forever.
Choosing the gem and mounting takes time and care
At Morton Jewelers, we know how important this decision is
and offer you our 31 years of experience to help you select the
consummate ring. Our expert gemologists will help you choose
the ideal gem and mounting for your engagement set, giving
you the freedom to create your own expression of love.
Morton Jewelers
Certified Gemologists, Amman Gem SOCICT$
625 Town tit Country Village, San Jose
Open Monday through Saturday. 10-5: JO. Thursdays ’ill ’1
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GRANDE PIZZERIA
$1.50 OFF
Any Size Pizza

Only
For a Giant
Pitcher of Beer
One Coupon Per Purcnase
150 E. San Carlos, S.J.
(By Men’s Gyro
292-2840
Expires 6/31/84
4-11 Sat. & Sun
L 11-11 M -P
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Test link found for Alzheimer’s
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AN DIEGO (AP) - Researchers at the University of San Diego
have made a discovery that may
lead to a diagnostic test for Alzheimer’s disease, which now can be positively identified only by an examination of brain tissue after the victim
dies.

blood test.
That would allow doctors to determine whether a patient is suffering from the incurable Alzheimer’s
disease or from one of the rarer, but
treatable types of dementia. About
20 percent of dementias are treatable with drugs or other methods.
Alzheimer’s disease gradually
erases the memories, thoughts and
feelings of its victims, some as
young as their 30s. They eventually
become helpless, and die within 5 to
15 years.
"It is estimated that 15 percent
of patients in nursing homes have
Alzheimer’s disease," Glenner said.
However, Glenner said Monday
that it is uncertain whether the de-

The UCSD researchers say they
have discovered the chemical
makeup of a protein linked to the
disease, a form of premature senility that afflicts an estimated 2 million Americans.
Research
pathologist
Dr.
George Glenner said that if the scientists are successful the disease
could be detected through a simple

velopment, even if it leads to a diagnositc test, would necessarily lead to
a treatment for the disease.
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Glenner said that he and a colleague, Caine M. Wong, have
cracked most of the chemical code
for the silk-like, fibrous substance
called amyloid. During autopsies,
amyloid is found in brain blood vessels of 92 percent of Alzheimer’s victims.
The researchers now plan to develop an agent that would detect the
substances in the blood that become
the amyloid fibers inside the blood
vessels. "If we’re right we could
have it (the test) by the end of the
year," said Glenner.
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SPARTAGUIDE
The Physics Department will be holding a seminar at
4 p.m, today in Science Building Room 258. The speaker
will be Dr. Brian Holmes of the Physics Department
speaking on the topic of "Physics of Amorphous Materials." Coffee and cookies will be served in Room 251 at 3:30
p.m. For more information call Dr. Joseph F. Becker at
277-2361.
The Black Graduation Committee will be holding a
planning meeting at 12:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Pacheco
Room. For more information call Tony Bolivar at 277-3554
or 272-3341.
e

The India Student Association will have a general
meeting at 12:30 p.m. on Monday in the A.S. Council
Chambers. For more information call Asha Butani at 2778642.
The Chicano Resource Center will be holding a Cinco
de Mayo Celebration Art Exhibit from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
the Chicano Library Resource Center in Wahlquist Library. For more information call Lupe Sobs or Jeff Paul
at 777-2594 or 277-2766.
The National Endowment for the Humanities and the
Political Science Department will be holding a panel on
"The 14th amendment and the Higher Law," with proles-

sors Edward Erler and William Nelson from 10 a.m. to
noon today in the S.U. Umunhum Room. A discussion with
Edward Erler will take place from 2 to 4 p.m. in the S.U.
Umunhum Room, while a discussion with William Nelson
takes place during the same time in the S.U. Almaden
Room.
The San Jose State Folk Dancers will beholding a
dance from 8 p.m. to midnight tomorrow in Women’s
Gym Room 101. For more information call Ed Webb at
287-6369.
The Office of Continuing Education will be holding a
workshop on massage therapy tomorrow and Saturday.
The course fee is $49 and a $2 material’s fee will be collected in class. For more information call 277-2182.

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

DIE WORLD
JUST ISN’T
TAKINE NEWTS
SERIOUSLY.
I DON’T KNOW
WHY?

The Campus Christian Center will be holding a pizza
and folkdance party from 6 to 8 p.m. Saturday at Jonah’s
Wail on San Carlos at S. 10th St. For more information
call Natalie Shiras at 298-0204.
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The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM),
the Chinese Computer Association (CCA) and the IEEECS (Computer Science) will be holding a Disk Drive and
Printer Seminar from 2 to 4 p.m. on Saturday in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For more information call Wilber or
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Official says Constitution still a victory
continued from page I
"tribute to the power of the principles of the Constitution."
Bennett also noted the durability of the Constitution,
praising it as a "document that works," even though it
has been revised.
"We have lived longer continously under a single document than any people," he said.
Bennett’s address was titled "The Constitution and
Civic Education," and he directed his speech to the teachers in the audience, several of whom received grants to
attend the conference.
Bennett, who has both taught and served as a consultant to elementary and secondary schools, said teachers
need to be interested in the study of the Constitution for
the sake of their students. He made a "few, practical sug-

gestions," which included an extensive reading list.
"Our students need to learn the ideas, read the books,
familiarize themselves with the story . . . that culminates
in the Constitution," he said, so they can understand the
"significance of the victory that the adoption of this Constitution represents."
In a question and answer period following the speech,
Bennett defended the importance of studying western culture, because "It is ours, . . . the one we live in." He emphasized that western civilization is not a single large
view of the world, but represents remarkable diversity.
It’s our way of understanding other cultures, he said.
Bennett described himself as a theoretical pessimist,
but an operational optimist, saying that attitude was typical of teachers.
"I don’t think there’s a chance in the world they’ll

learn it, remember it, or it’ll make a difference in their
lives," Bennett said adding, "but I’m going in there to do
it anyway."
130th Bennett and SJSU President Gail Fullerton, who
introduced him, recommended the reading of "The Federalist Papers" as a fitting adjunct to the bicentennial
celebration. Bennett noted that James Madison, a major
contributor to these articles on the Constitution, first studied the humanities, and then assisted in the writing of the
Constitution.
Responding to a question from the audience, Bennett
said he did not look forward to a second Constitutional
Convention, as has been called for recently, because he
did not believe it would be on as big!, a level as the last.

Olympics’ air time will cost big bucks
By Cindy Roberts
If you want to run a 30
second commercial during
the programming of the
Summer Olympics, be prepared to cough up about
$300,000.
This according to Albert Simon, vice president
of video tape production at

duce the Summer Games
in 1984 in Los Angeles?’ "
he said.
How long does it take
ABC to plan the programming of the Olympics? It
began about four years
ago, Simon said, when ABC
paid $225 million for the
rights to program the

ABC-TV in Hollywood.
Simon spoke to Mel
Swope’s Advanced TV Production class last week.
"We know what we’re
going to pay for the rights,
we know what we’re going
to pay for talent, what we
don’t know is, ’How much
is it going to cost us to pro-

Albert Simon, vice president of
video-tape productions at ABU -

TV in Hays% ood, describes
Olympic programming plans.

Olympics.
"For the last four
years during one week
every June, about 150 people go to a very nice place,
either Hilton Head, South
Carolina or to Tampa,
Florida, and we sit down
for a solid week, no phone
calls, no nothing, and we
plan the Olympics."
The vice presidents in
charge of production from
any division involved with
television go to this conference.
Simon said questions
are discussed such as:
How many vendors do you
have? What are we going
to do? Where are we going
to get the equipment to do
it? Where are we going to
get the manpower? How
much is it going to cost?
Besides that, Simon
added, it’s an election
year, and there are two
conventions to be dealt
with besides broadcasting,
as usual.
The Olympic-size budget that ABC-TV came up
with for the Summer
Games is a projected cost
of $690 million dollars for
209 TV hours.
That comes to over

of your THESIS, RESUMES, and more!
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"In the meantime," he
says, "they don’t want to
talk about anything but the
Olympics."
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A new 50-meter pool has been offered to SJSU’s
Human Performance Department by several members of
the Los Angeles Olympic Committee, and would cost the
university only the transportation fees to get it here.
The Olympic -sized pool, which will be used at this
Summer’s Olympic Games, is made entirely of aluminum, and will be used only as a warm-up pool by the athletes. After the Games, however, it must be relocated
from the University of Southern California grounds,
where the swimming events will be held.
SJSU was a first consideration by Olympic Committee President Peter Ueberroth, and Aquatics Commissioner Jay Flood, who both attended SJSU in the ’50s.
According to Flood, however, seven other schools in
the country have expressed interest in the pool, including
one in Cincinnati.
"Both Peter and I would love to see it go to (SJSU),"
Flood said, "but, it’s gonna take some bucks."
Human Performance instructor Lee Walton, who attended SJSU with Flood and Ueberroth, had estimated a
cost of about $200,000 for the move on Tuesday, but said,
"Even if it cost twice that much, it would still be a bargain."
Flood, an architectural designer, has temporarily left
his firm to work with the Summer Games, is still gathering estimates for the final costs of relocating the pool, but
said that it could be obtained at a "relatively cheap
price." He said the transfer of the facilities would cost
closer to 9500,000 once the pool was planted into the
ground.
"But hell, the equipment alone is worth more than
that," he said. Flood pointed out that the final cost could
vary with operational costs, including locker rooms and
showers. Most Olympic-sized pools cost about $1.5 million
to be completed, he said.
Another concern of the university would be finding a
location for the pool, according to Walton. Suggesting the
dorm area as a possibility, Walton was assured that if
SJSU got the pool, it would be placed where it could "get
plenty of use."
Human Performance Chairman Claire Jennett implied the pool could get planned into the REC Center to
save costs. Other solutions
to reduce transportation
fees would be holding fundraising events, and state
aid, although Jennett said
the latter was not likely.
The pool is a duplicate
of a permanent one that is
also at USC Since Olympic
rules state that there must
be a 50 meter warm-up
pool for athletes to train in
(aside from the racing
pool ), USC would have an
unneeded second pool once
the games conclude. Both
pools were donated to the
Olympics by McDonald’s
Corp
"I think at this point
President Fullerton has
heard the offer . It depends on the final cost,"
"Whether
Walton said
May 19
they go for it is anybody’s

I

Simon says his job
now, as far as the Olympics go, is to be the antagonist, saying he needs to
steal from that pool of
manpower in order to produce his regular entertainment product.
He is left with one qualified crew and three of his
seven sound stages during
the Olympics. He says he’ll
produce some product during the games, but he
doesn’t know what yet.

Thursday, II

Miller High Life Presents . . .

kinkois copies

By Nick Gillis

998-3442

Historically,
Simon
said, July 15 is when the
new series for the fall season from the entertainment side go back into production.
"Now my operations

and engineering groups
are saying, ’Wait a minute,
Simon, we cannot deliver
equipment and manpower
for you to produce, so
you’re out of business ’ "

MAY DAY RELAYS

SJSU offered
Olympic pool

LOCKSMITH I

three million dollars an
hour about three times
the average cost of a prime
time show, according to
Simon.
ABC-TV is the host
broadcaster for the Olympics, Simon said, which
means that it’s not only
bringing the Olympics to
America, but to the world.
"One of the interesting
things about planning the
Olympics," Simon said, "is
that we have to shut down
(regular
programming)
production for a month, between July 15 and August
15."

In an interview after the speech, Bennett said the decline in humanities was due largely to neglect. He cited
insufficient interest in teaching humanities at the university level and the state of teacher education as factors.
He refused to blame the recent emphasis on science
and technology for the decline, saying "I’m in favor of
knowledge."
The recent reports on education have been "pretty
good to the humanities," Bennett said, noting that the reports have stressed the importance of literature and history.
"A rising tide lifts all boats," he said, and the development of critical faculties in the study of math and science will contribute to the study of humanities.
Bennett said the average citizen recognizes the importance of the Constitution, but perhaps without knowing
much about it. NEH hopes the bicentennial celebration
will stimulate interest in and discussion of the Constitution and the humanities in general, he said.
This conference at SJSU is the first in a planned fiveyear series of events celebrating the bicentennial of the
U.S. Constitution. It was funded by a grant from the NEN
Office of the Bicentennial.
The conference concludes today with a panel from 10
a.m. to noon on the 19th Amendment in the S.U. Umunhum Room, and conversations with panel members, including William Nelson and Edward Erler, from 2 p.m to
4 p.m. in the S.U. Umunhum and Almaden rooms.

San Jose State University
Office of Continuing Education
Call (408) 277-2182 for information
$95 fee includes all materials
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Overexposure of a star
Who is this Michael Jackson guy, anyway?
I see his face plastered everywhere. It’s bad enough
during video shows like "Friday Night Videos," "MTV"
and "San Francisco Hot Rock" I expect it then. But
now even during prime time I’m forced to sit close

Eric Hermstad
Entertainer Editor

enough to the tube to flip the channels away from the
gloved superstar.
He’s on the television, catching that Pepsi feeling
(or at least catching fire on the news). He’s in the headlines, alternating between suing Pepsi and being linked
with such dolts as Brooke Shields.
Why does our society have to won hip individuals
anyway? I’m not anti -Michael Jacksor, I’m anti -societal sheep.
I’ll be one of the first to defend his musical talent,
but it’s the marketing that really bothers me. Jump-onthe-bandwagon businessmen are already selling Michael Jackson wigs. Really.
I’m starting to have nightmares. What’s next, Michael Jackson dolls? Dance shoes? Underwear?
He’s even raising havoc at schools nationwide. His
music has been banned at one conservative school. Another school had kids in trouble for wearing gloves!
(One glove, as a tribute to HIM).
As if this wasn’t enough, he’s got a book written
about him, ("The Michael Jackson Story"), and a
movie ("The Making of Michael Jackson’s Thriller").
Maybe someday, someone will release an album
about him.
And what about the Grammys and video music
awards? One of the winners at the Bay Area Music
Awards cracked, "at least Michael Jackson couldn’t
win this one."
I look forward to when his popularity dies down
somewhat, mainly to see who’s next. It generally
doesn’t take too long for the sheep to find someone new
especially looking at such once top-of -the-heap bands
like Styx and Journey.
* * *
When will lever learn?
On Monday night, I was once again reminded of why
I’m reluctant to attend massive general -admission concerts I think I’m getting too old and tired to withstand
the combination noise, heat, and physical exertion.
I went to the Cow Palace (with proper hesitation) to
see the Scorpions. I was expecting the usual leather-clad
rockers, headbangers, and burnouts. But what I wasn’t
expecting was a surprise.
It was one of those rare times when the opening
band was good.
So good, in fact, that Bon Jovi was more enjoyable
than the headliners The Scorpions, though properly tal-

WING’S
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Mandarin es Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch es Dinner
Open Daily
Food To Go
131

E. JACKSON ST.
294-3303 or 998-9427

6 Blocks North of
Simla Clara Si
Between 3rd 8s 4th

erne& made obvious mistakes during songs (maybe
being relatively sober highlighted my senses?).
Bon Jovi, who is promoting its first album, was a bit
choreographed, but had non-stop energy throughout
their show. The Scorpions seemed almost bored at
times.
Both hands fulfilled the hard-rock requirements I
left feeling sweaty with ears ringing and senses
numbed. 1 guess you can’t always judge a concert by its
stadium.
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Special Sections Manager Chuck Deckert
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Michael McGuire

Agent Orange lead singer and guitarist
"Mike" pleases the crowd during last Friday’s show in the Student Union Ballroom.

The ballad becomes art
as Costello croons alone
By Tim Goodman
It’s been said that the best always seem to get better. Elvis Costello gave that statement instant validity
Saturday night at the Warfield Theatre in San Francisco.
With a show billed as "An Evening with Elvis Costello," the night’s mood was set by the pre-concert

Review
music: "My Fair Lady." Coupled with the Warfield’s intimacy, it was a nice way to relax the sell-out crowd,
and to prepare them for an evening of crooning.
The show was opened by T-Bone Burnett, who caplured the crowd with abstract songs, melodies, and
steady humor. Burnett’s solo performance was enough
to gain respect from the crowd, but since the show was
running a bit behind, he didn’t come out for an encore.
But that only meant the "Cole Porter of the Vs"
was about ready to make hisentrance. And what an entrance it was.
Dressed in a light green suit and bright red shoes
that were shined so even the Marines would be proud,
Elvis sauntered in with a wave of his hand. Looking a
slight bit portly, he surveyed the crowd and smiled
broadly That little action spoke well for the rest of the
evening.
Spectacles in place and the familiar "Good evening" taken care of. Elvis launched into "Accidents Will
Happen." Before the night ended, he had sung innumerable ballads and firmly established himself ( to those
few who had been unaware) as one of the better vocalists around.
The only problem Elvis encountered was the question of which songs to play. With nine albums, including
a new one due in July, and countless other import 45’s,
Costello had an array to choose from. He took liberally
from most of the albums and played many unattributed
songs from early Motown albums.
With the Warfield’s arrangement, it was as if Costello was in your living room, belting out a sad song or
twisting his face in anger all up close and personally
Elvis.
After three introductory songs, Costello stepped to
the microphone and introduced a special guest.
Who could that be?
"Elvis Costello and his guitar army," of course. He
had brought close to 10 guitars with him, although most
served as props and went unused.
Instead, he decided to stay mostly with one acoustic
and one electric, along with a piano and an organ. The
latter two instruments, which Costello played with some
fortitude, managed to give the perfect accompaniment
to pleading vocals.
On the piano, Costello crooned "Almost Blue,"
"Just a Memory," "Shot With His Own Gun" and other
somber numbers. Then he turned around and banged
out "I Can’t Stand Up For Falling Down" in a soulful
fashion.
To his credit. Costello didn’t attempt "Pump It Up"
on the organ Thankfully, the song never was played. Its
forcefulness would have ruined the quietness of the evening.
Instead, Costello used the organ to add emphasis to
the ballads. It pulled the heart strings a little tighter
when love songs were played, and added special significance to songs like "Ship Building" and "Motel
Matches."

One special aspect of the "evening" was all the new
songs that were played. Most were ballads, but at least
one had subdued political overtones. That song, "Peace
In Our Time", was intellectually sarcastic and ironic at
the same time. Elvis sang "Thank God there’s peace in
our time," in the chorus, and surrounded it with tender
and frightening pictures of what people are doing seconds after an atomic blast. All the new songs, as usual,
featured the patented Costello turn -of-phrase.
Costello did what very few performers could ever
do. He pulled the emotions from the audience and ran
them through the gamut. With a few spoken words he
created thought, pain, happiness and laughter. The last
aspect is one that’s been thoroughly underestimated.
His sense of humor is not something that comes by
accident. He has a lot of little boy left in him and more
than enough subtlty to go around. Before he sang "Motel
Matches," Elvis went to the microphone and said he’d
"like to doa Billy Joel song. This is called ’Just The Way
You Are’." And although some people say he’s lost his
"angry young man" image, it’s only shadowed by intelligence and smile that knows more than it shows.
Another nice aspect was the abundance of old songs
brought back from the dead. When it’s "Elvis Costello
and the Attractions," there are a bevy of classics the
band never plays. The most notable, "Riot Act," which
Costello once said he never plays, was a welcome surprise. There was Elvis, fed up with a love affair and refusing to take back his partner. "Trying to be so bad/Is
bad enough/Don’t moke me laugh, by talking tough /Don’t put your heart out on your sleeve/When your remarks are off the cuff."
As the night went by, Costello treated the audience
to all manner of emotions. He cut a sharp figure at the
microphone when the spotlight hit, but the scene took on
a more dramatic tone when it came time to sing "Alison."
After the last few lines of the song, Costello added
an extended chorus that faded with "I love you, 1 love
you" repeatedly, until the emotions that caused his face
to drip with sweat subsided a very powerful ending to
an already powerful song.
When the show stopped, and the emotion was wrung
from the crowd, the end result was four encores one
with Burnett, where the two singers clowned around and
sang country songs and Costello at his most authentic: mocking anger, laughing at himself and the Attractions, prancing, making coy faces, but consistently solidifying his position as "The King."
The night escaped without anything to criticize. Although it’s debatable whether a show can ever be without problems, this one came about as close as is possible. The crowd, seemingly the one factor that could ruin
this intimate rendition, was respectful and cooperative.
It was a powerful performance that highlighted the
voice, the songs, and the man. In the end, the only
thought was that it doesn’t get better than this.
Until next time, that is.
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Another
war
movie!
’Swing Shift’ falls short of ’classic’ status
By Joe Roderick
Picture the typical movie about World War II AllAmerican boy goes off overseas, leaving innocent, little
wife at home. Wife tries to remain faithful, but is
swayed by sweet-talking 4-F guy.
Don’t you just love those black -and -white classics of
the ’40s?
Well, it’s thc ’80s now; color movies have replaced
black -and-white. And the latest movie about WWII is
"Swing Shift," which would just love to be included
among those classics.
It’ll never happen, folks.
But this movie still evokes memories of a
bittersweet decade. Even some of the names
Lucky,
Hazel, Biscuits. Violet are classics.

Goldie Hawn (left) and Christine Lahti head
off to work as riveters during World War II.
But "Swing" has simply stolen from its predecessors too often. Oh, there are a few twists here and there,
but nothing that keeps you on the edge of your seat.
"Swing" is as predictable as they come.
Goldie Hawn plays Kay Walsh, the woman who
waits for her husband to come home a hero.
The All American kid is Ed Harris, of "The Right
Stuff" fame. Harris plays Kay’s husband Jack, who lettered in four sports in high school.

The 4-F’er is Lucky Lockart (Kurt Russell ), a guy
who flunked his physical because of a heart problem.
Also around is a trampy nightclub singer, Hazel Zanussi (Christine Lahti).
Hawn is returning to a semi-serious role. Lately, she
has played dippy little blondes in "Private Benjamin,"
"Seems Like Old Times" and "Best Friends."
Actually, some of Hawn’s better performances have
come when she eschews the dingy act. For instance, in
her first movie, she won an Academy Award for her role
opposite Jack Lemmon in "Cactus Flower."
Although Kay is a dip, this is Hawn’s first serious
role in years.
Russell has come a long way since his Dexter Riley
roles in the Walt Disney spoofs. He’s shown his versatility by playing the King of rock ’n’ roll ("Elvis"), a fast talking car salesman ("Used Cars"), and a nasty fugitive ("Escape From New York").
There really isn’t much to Lucky, though.
"Swing" begins when the Japanese bomb Pearl
Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941. Jack tells Kay it’s his duty as an
American to go off to war. He tells her he’ll support her
on his paltry salary. "I don’t want you to work," he tells
Kay.
Just about now, the wheels begin to turn. Will she
disobey Jack and go off to work? Or will she become depressed, go to a bar and get picked up by some cool cat?
Pick the first one, folks. Spurred by those newsreels
that urge women to work on the homefront, Kay obtains
a job as riveter at MacBride Aircraft in Santa Monica.
She’s slated to work the swing shift ( 4 p.m to midnight)
Kay, a riveter? She’s about as impy as they come.
As you’ve guessed, Kay is a tittle accident prone at first.
And guess who’s the first to taste of Kay’s cluelessness
good old Lucky.
Lucky is the foreman ( they were called the Lead
Man in those days) of MacBride. But Lucky isn’t so
lucky in his attempts to wow Kay. She keeps telling him
that she’s married she’s not that kind of girl.
Who’s Kay trying to fool? Everybody in the house
knows Kay will eventually end up in Lucky’s arms. It
just takes a couple of years for Lucky to win her over.
After all, when Jack’s away, the mice will play.
Finally, it happens. Kay see Lucky blasting out a
few tunes on his trumpet at a nightclub and falls for our
man Lucky. By now, it’s 1944, the war is nearly over.
The romance, though, has just begun for Kay and
Lucky.
Meanwhile, Kay and Hazel have developed a budding friendship. At first, Kay thought Hazel was just another cheap dame who worked in a nightclub, and Hazel
thought Kay was just another no-brain housewife.

Kurt Russell plays the part of Lucky Lockhart, a reluctant 4-Per in "Swing Shift."
When Hazel is dumped by her boyfriend, Biscuits
Toohey ( Fred Ward), who also owns the nightclub she
once sang in, Hazel has no choice but to seek employ
ment. She ends up working at MacBrides.
Although Kay and Hazel are opposites, they have a
lot in common
they’re a couple of lonely gals. As it
turns out, the relationship (nothing sexual, folks) between Kay and Hazel is perhaps the most important of
the movie.
But the thing between Kay and Lucky may be the
most intriguing ( to a degree). This isn’t a pretty picture
they’ve painted here. Man and woman messing around
while her husband is off fighting in WWII. There are
only a few things that could happen: 1) Jack is shot and
killed and that solves everything; 2) Jack comes home
to find his precious in bed with a guy named Lucky; 3)
Jack comes home and Kay dumps Lucky.
Take your pick. No telling from this corner, folks.

Tor a
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Agent Orange

Michael McGuire

Ballroom show a mess

Michael McGuire
Drummer "Scott" (top right)
is either playing the drums or
fighting the smoke at Friday’s
concert in the Student Union

Ballroom. The audience scrambles closer as bass player
"James" (above) gives an upclose display of his talent.

By Cheri Barton
Anyone for punk-surf
music? Agent Orange, a
band that played last Friday night in the Student
Union Ballroom, has established a new classification
for music in the rock n’ roll
world.
Although the concert
looked promising for the
600 or so punkers who
came to see Agent Orange,
it ended in a mild disaster
for all those involved.
The evening seemed
doomed from the start
when the warm-up band,
Black Athletes, failed to
appear. From then on, the
concert was plagued with
uncontrolled
rowdiness
and overbearing bouncers.
But out with the old news
and on with the new.
Agent Orange has
taken on a new producer
Daniel VanPatten, former
producer of Berlin. They
are also in the process of
cutting a third album and
arranging a concert tour
that will include most of
the United States and Canada

The band’s members,
who go by Mike, Scott and
James, first formed the
band in high school under a
name all three have vowed
to secrecy.
Mike said he took the
group’s present name from
a magazine article he read.
The controversial chemical, Agent Orange, used
during the Vietnam war,
was unfamiliar to the
group at the time they
named the band.
"It’s just a label so
people can recognize us. It
has nothing to do with the
chemical," said James,
the bass player.
James said the group
would like to tour Europe,
but can’t until another
band in England, which
also goes by the name of
Agent Orange, changes its
name.
"We’ve been producing the longest and have
put out more albums then
they have," said Scott, the
drummer.
Things have changed
for the band since it pro-

duced its first single,
"Blood Stains," with its
own money.
The band recently had
its first hit single, "Pipe
Line," which was number
one in Hawaii. Mike said
they were treated like
stars when they were invited to play there, but
came back down to reality
when they returned to the
mainland.
Although the band
drew an almost entirely
punk crowd at SJSU, the
group’s manager, Steve
Levesque, said they never
know what kind of crowd to
expect.
The band members
don’t look punk in the way
they dress, but their music
does sound a bit like the
Ramones, with overtones
of the Beach Boys. In other
words you have to hear
them to believe them.
Despite all of the
hassle surrounding the
show, Agent Orange members said they would like to
come back to play at SJSU
again. . . someday.

’Black Athletes’ no-show angers crowded Student Union
By Frank Lopez
Friday’s Agent Orange concert was one that SJSU
was woefully unprepared for. Things got out of hand
early and they stayed that way.
The scheduled opening band, Black Athletes, failed
to show for their slated 9 p.m. starting time. Several excuses were floating around as to why the band didn’t

Commentary
show; their truck broke Gown; their equipment had
been misplaced; members of the band couldn’t find
SJSU, etc. . .
However, Kerry Adams, the band’s manager, explained the real reason on Monday; four members of the
band were simply too irresponsible to leave their native
Vallejo early enough to get to San Jose in time for their
performance.
The critical thing was that Black Athlete’s no-show
had given the crowd of mostly teenagers an excuse to be
angry and a one and -a -half hour delay in which to vent
their anger. One ticket holder punched and damaged a
painting on the third floor of the Student Union and was
reportedly hauled away by University Police. Yet another punker was dragged away by UPD for public
drunkenness a charge that could have been levied at
over half the audience.

SJSU can’t be considered responsible for Black Athlete’s non-appearance, but some feel that the police had
hauled away their lawbreakers with a little too much
vigor. Anyway, the ground had been set. University personnel were going to flex their authoritative might, and
the punks were going to make them look silly.
When Agent Orange finally made it on stage around
10:30, the fans quickly did the things they are supposed
to do at punk concerts namely jumping on and off
stage. The huge Program Board’s security personnel reacted by attempting to manhandle the jumpers.
Natalie Sibert, who organized the show for the Program Board, said she had briefed Dennis Sperry, head
of security personel, on what to expect from a punk audience.
Sperry said that he felt things were handled well. Sibert’s comments seem to the contrary.
"I thought they would understand," Sibert said,
"Obviously something got screwed up."
Screwed up, indeed. At first, security tried to grab
the jumpers presumably to either toss them into the
audience or yank them off stage. When they found they
couldn’t get to them quickly enough to actually grab
them, security began to aid the jumpers fall to the floor
with a not-so-kindly shove.
The punkers loved it. Hey, that’s their whole scene.
The more authority security gave them to defy, the

more they could defy. After about an hour of futility trying to keep the punkers off of the stage, it became obvious, even to Program Board security, that the best thing
to do was leave the jumpers alone. And they finally did.
When the concert finally came to an end with S.U.
Program adviser Ted Gehrke cutting off Agent Orange
in mid-song because, "I thought they were done," the
violence didn’t. A crowd that had gathered in the S.U.
amphitheater was quickly dispersed by University Police in the Quickest of manners.
Spartan Daily photographer Michael McGuire was
sidestage putting away his camera equipment when a
friend with him was accosted. A UPD officer said something the likes of "Hey you guys got to get out of here
now." McGuire explained that he was with the Daily
and that they were leaving. The officer grabbed McGuire’s friends’ hair and told them that they ought to
leave "now!"
It’s really a shame that SJSU bungled this concert
so badly. Sibert said that at worst, the Program Board
broke even and would have turned over a handsome
profit if Black Athletes had played. An estimated 8150 in
refunds was passed out as a result of their no-show.
SJSU, it seems, has finally found a market to sell
concerts to. One can only hope that Friday’s performance will not serve as any sort of permanent barrier to
future punk concerts.

Arts graduate returns5
Theatre
Thrae"9
’Man of La Mancha’ serves as deja vu vehicle for local actor
By Cindy Roberts
In 1970, Paul Myrvold graduated from SJSU’s
Theatre Arts department, and his last role was as Don
Quixote in "Man of La Mancha." Now, 14 years later,
he’s back on the same stage, in the same role, and working under the same director.
"It’s very strange," he said, "when I walked into
the theater and started to rehearse, I saw ghosts everywhere. I would look at a part of the theater and see a
ghost, I would see a person from 14 years ago."
After graduating from SJSU with a B.A. in Theater
Arts, Myrvold got married, moved to San Francisco,
and began "poking around for acting things." His poking around landed him a role as a "warm body" in
"Merchant of Venice" at A.C.T. (American Conservatory Theater). After two more warm body roles at
ACT., Myrvold moved to Oregon to do a stint with Oregan Shakespearian Festival. While he was there, he auditioned for the conservatory (classes) at A.C.T. and
won one of two scholarships offered and trained there
for a year. This marked his second role as Don Quixote
in "Man of La Mancha."
After his year with the conservatory, Myrvold
headed back up to Oregan to do two more seasons with
the Shakespearian Festival. He has not done any Shake-

speare since this time, because "there’s very little call
for it."
After Oregan, Myrvold moved to Morgan Hill
"while I pondered what to do. What was my next step?
Should I go to Los Angeles? Should I go to New York?
Should I become a plumber"" It was at this time he got
the chance to audition for an equity show, which requires that the performers belong to the union. Luckily,
they didn’t ask to see his union card at the audition. He
got the role, and joined the union.
"The show was called "Scrooge: The Stingiest Man
in Town," it played the Cow Palace, about two people
saw it." Myrvold said. " It lost money by the buckets. It
had a nice cast, but it was just a dreadful flop. The only
purpose it served was to get me my union card." He
joined the union because he was no longer interested in
doing shows for free.
"I wasn’t interested in doing shows for $50 and all
the water I could drink. I wanted to make a decent living
wage:’
After "Scrooge," Myrvold and his wife made the big
move to New York. He found that the call for classically
trained actors wasn’t much.
"I knew lots and lots of classically trained actors
wonderful actors who were waiting on tables and
driving cabs. I did discover that if you could sing a little

bit, you might work a little more." He did not move up
the usual ranks from off-off Broadway to off-Broadway
to Broadway. He had a Broadway show within six
months of moving to New York City.
"I was quite lucky," he said, "my first show was
with the Papermill Playhouse. It’s the state theater of
New Jersey." There he did Buzz Adams in "South Pacific," and it was a good show with 11 weeks of work.
After "South Pacific" closed, Papermill Playhouse
called him again to understudy King Arthur in "Camelot." In the meantime, an audition came up for the
Broadway show "Shenandoah." He won that role, and
"was in the enviable position of having to turn down
work."
In "Shenandoah" he was in the chorus and understudying the second lead, who eventually left the show.
Myrvold took over that role for 18 months.
Myrvold discovered that he "could carry a tune"
while here at SJSU. He tried to take voice classes
through the music department. Their response? "Are
you a major? I’m sorry, you’re shit! And you can print
that." Myrvold ended up training a bit with his brother,
who is an opera singer.
The role in "Shenandoah" led to more shows, and
Myrvold lived in New York for nine years.
"After New York," he said, "I found I was sick of
the business. I was tired of agents, producers and the rat
race. I had actually convinced myself that I didn’t want
to have anymore to do with it." One of the reasons is that
Myrvold and his wife started having children.
"I started realizing that I was turning down work
because it was taking me out of town, for too long, not
enough money." Myrvold said that he could afford to do
this at the time, but that it’s "a double-edged sword. You
start turning down work, and people say, ’well, he’s
turning down work, maybe we don’t want to use him.’ I
turned down one producer twice, and of course I never
heard from him again."
Myrvold moved back to California in 1982, and says
his family is a big reason He said his focus has shifted

After New York, I found I
was sick of the business. I was
tired of agents, producers and
the rat race. I had actually
convinced myself that I didn’t
want to have anymore to do
with it.
Paul Myrvold

Clay Holden

Paul Myrvold stars as Don Quixote (again) in

SJSU’s production of Man of La Mancha.

from career to his family, which all of the sudden became "much more important than the pursuing of a ca,
reer on the island of Manhatten. When we had our second daughter it become a quite clear that I had no
intention of raising my family in Manhatten."
Myrvold is now "hibernating" in the Sierras up on
Donner Summit, and has been letting work come to him.
"I’m in a holding pattern," he said. "I only want to
do what I want to do now," which is making a living
building houses, which satisfies him very much.
But one thing he wanted to do was "Man of La Mancha" at SJSU again. When he rehearsed "The Impossible Dream" for the first time, "All of the sudden I was
remembering 14 years ago and the last time I was in
that spot and everything that has happened since. Somehow, I always knew I’d come back and do this show
again."
"Man of La Mancha" will open Thursday, May 3, at
800 p.m in the University Theatre with a special opening night gala to fund Association for University
Theatre Arts project fund. These tickets are 820.00 and
12.
tax deductible. Performances continue May 4
Ticket prices are between 83.00 and $7.00. Call the Uni277-2777.
versity Theatre Box Office
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hits bookstores
Beavermania
Book
great for fans, a laugh for the rest

By Mark Freeman
Some old series never die: they get reruns, reruns.
and more reruns and later get a book published about
them.
Just when you thought ’50s morality was put to rest,
up pops a book that immortalizes the escapades of
Ward, June, Wally, and Jerry Mathers as. . . The Beaver.
"The World According to Beaver" (Bantam Books:
$7.95) is the only official, authorized guide to the popular
series of yesteryear. Arranged and written by Bantam
publisher Irwin Applebaum, "The World According to
Beaver" is a collection of paraphernalia destined to fill
a slot on the shelf for every Beaverphile who can save
eight dollars from his allowance.
Yet, for those not infatuated with the Cleavers’ endeavors, it will be banished to the square porcelain tank
in homes lacking trite bathroom reading.
The book embellishes the virtues of the Cleaver
family’s middle-American wholesomeness. The reader
thumbs through the philosophies of June and Ward in relation to their boys, who seemed to fall into a trivial crisis every week.
June’s peanut-butter-and-jelly logic surrounding
her weekly, "Ward, I’m worried about the Beav" concerns for manners, grammar, and Saturday baths hits
home for every fourth grader. And the quintessential
homemaker is done justice.
"She shrieks when one of her sons sticks his finger
directly into the mayonnaise jar or drinks right out of a
pitcher instead of a glass," Applebaum writes, "She’s a
woman who still believes in the healing power of a Jello
mold."
Ward. being the sound role model for all fathers and

fathers-to-be from 1957 to the present, is not without attention. He was always portrayed as the suave bir.tion
against child abuse, and this does not change in Applebaum’s work.
Wally, Eddie Haskell, Lumpy, Gilbert and Larry
make appearances in which Applebaum editorializes on
their roles and positions on the show.
But it is the Beaver who grabs the print. Applebaum
puts the clever Cleaver on the pedestal of innocence previously occupied by Lassie. Flipper, and Annie. Kids
with cowlicks are always good for a little print, but Applebaum’s perpetual Beaver blurbs can cause cirrhosis
of the cerebral cavity if absorbed in one sitting.
Unless, of course, you are a Beaver fan. "The Life
According to Beaver" chapter is bulging with one-liners
from the scripts and off-stage comments that will delight the followers of The Beav in ways only they will understand and appreciate.
The introduction by Mathers will exterminate all
fears that The Beaver has grown up beyond identification by his followers.
Mathers has successfully perpetuated in his writing
the boyish charm that made him a symbol of pristine intentions and the American pre-adolescent. His boyish
tone is retained in his pen, and Applebaum further

’Beaver’ author Irwv
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builds upon this by taking the unsoured-youth approach
to much of his work.
There is some semi -redeeming value for the rest of
us apathetic Beaverites. The 234 synopses of the "Leave
it to Beaver" episodes is good browsing material. It is
edited especially for situations in which we have a few
moments to read, instead of staring at mom’s new ceramic tiles around the tub.
The more than 100 photographs of The Beaver keep
us in visual perspective, even though they aren’t in
color.
And let’s not forget the wonderful, delightful "Eddie
Haskell’s Dating Tips." Not bad for reverse psychology.
The best chapter for the non-Beaver sympathizers
is the reprinting of some punk rock lyrics in honor of The
Beav. Hillary Carlip and Miriam Cutler’s interesting interpretation of The Beaver’s return to the sordid town of
Mayfield will enhance any chainsaw party or placenta
fry.
But those plagued with Beaver Cleaver fever land
there is no known vaccine) will find the book fit for their
indulgences, and may even bring it out at weenie roasts
and overnight campouts in their backyards.
"The World According to Beaver" surely threatens
literary fixtures of the past. So watch out, bookstores of
America
Beavermania is about to assault the intelligence of your patrons.
A few lost intellects may even buy it

Beaverite’s test in trivial truths

Jerry Mathers hop-scotched his way into
kiddie stardom as everyone’s All-American
toy, ’Beaver’ Cleaver.

VVESTERN MEDICAL CLINIC
FOR
,WEIGHT CONTROL

pplebau m.

Photos courtesy of "The World According to Beaver"
You’re generic ’50s family Wally (Tony
Dow), June (Barbara Billingsley), Ward
(Hugh Beaumont), and the incomparable
Jerry Mathers as. . . The Beaver.
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By Mark Freeman
So, you watch channel
44 a lot and you think you
know the Beaver, eh?
And that plump, pale
peon down the hall says
he’s the authority on
Cleaver contraband?
Well, don’t fret, because now you can prove
your social invalidity with
the "Leave It to Beaver"
Trivia Quiz released by
Bantam Books.
Hold on to your Mickey
Mouse ears, folks, because
here it comes
Q. What was the original title of the "Leave It to
Beaver" series and why
was it changed?
A. It was first called
"Wally and Beaver" and it
was changed because it

was felt the title sounded
too much like a nature program. Well, that’s what the
press release said.
Q. What was the name
of the school at which both
Wally and the Beaver attended
kindergarten
through eighth grade?
A.
Grant
Avenue
Grammar School.
Q. What was Lumpy’s
real first name?
A. Clarence, which is
just as good as Lumpy.
Q. Prior to creating
and writing the majority of
episodes for "Leave it to
Beaver," Bob Mosher and
Joe Connelly wrote episodes for what popular
radio show?
A. Amos ’n Andy. They
also contributed material

to The Edgar Bergen Show
and to Phil Harris.
Q. Jerry Mathers is
also alleged to have another talent besides acting.
What is it?
A. Mathers formed a
rock band called Beaver
and the Trappers, with
which he played the guitar
and sang.
Q. What program replaced the "Leave It to
Beaver"series for the 196364 season.?
A. "My Three Sons"
another moral classic.
Q. A number of rumors
have circulated over the
years about Ken Osmond,
the actor who gave life to
the obnoxious adolescent
Eddie liaskell. lie %as
purported to be rock star

Alice Cooper, and also
porno star John Holmes.
What really became of
him?
A. Osmond is a motorcycle officer for the Los
Angeles Police Department.
How did you do?
If you got over 500,
don’t tell anyone or you’ll
be labeled a social leper.
If you got them all
right?
You probably don’t
take any afternoon classes,
are boring, and have little
redeeming social value,
you knucklehead.
Gee, Wally, aren’t
grown-ups supposed to not
be able to have fun and
joke?
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Net f to Marshall,
2845 Mer I dl an Avenue
Hacienda Garden Shopping Censer
San Joao

978-7021
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Sal & Luigi’s
PIZZERIA
our 24th year

HOMEMADE

ravioli and gnocchi
(ricotta cheese dumplings)

IN THE

444.4444.4.
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MOROCCAN
RESTAURANT

FIJI STYLE INDIAN CUISINE
We specialize in Iamb chicken prawn crab
Vegetarian and non vegetarian currys
Try our Tandori Chicken and Shepards Pi
All our dishes are Fip Style rnild or hot
Beer and Wine
EAT HERE OR TAKE OUT

Pope 7

A UNIQUE
DINING
EXPERIENCE

-4

Mon. -Fri. 11 AM-2:30PM
DMus’s
530-10 PM Mon. -Sat.

BELLY DANCING NIGHTLY

P14151ut 1 AOL MI5 vil15.511lf
IN St Pv5T 1.155 00510

294-2243

Fresh Swordfish, Salmon, Sea Bass,
Halibut, Snapper, Petrale,
and A Lot More.

131 W SANTA CLARA ST
AT MARKET ST
SAN JOSE
II Anna , mann. rine

Mon. -Sat.: 11-11
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,
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Sunday: 4-10
355 State Street, Los Altos
(415)941-8199
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SILVER SPUR
INN (141k
LUNCH
DINNER
(open 7 days)

AN ESPHESSO CAFE:
AND RESTAURANT

SERVING

FAMILY SMORGASBORD

COCKTAILS

347 So. First St.
across from Camera One
297-1136

EAT HERE OR TAKE OUT

SHAMI SHOP
Featuring Authentic
Persian Food

/NCH
11:30-2:30

VISA MASTERCARD

842-5098 j

6200 MONTEREY (h.", ill)
(Nem on Sob lyrnit Ford)

catOna LEES
MONGOLIAN BAR-B-0

ALL YOU CAN
EAT

LJL

Espresso
Hors d’oeuvres
Salads
Desserts

996-2791

19636 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Directly Behind Houlahons

free dessert...

chocolate decadence lemon meringue pie.
mocha-almond cheesecake. apricot-glazed
fruit tarts napoleons carrot cake

and coffee...

(with purchase of ispinach fettucine with garlic

mushrooms, fusion salad, assorted quiche
classic lasagna, stir-fry fusion, sandwiches
on homemade rolls

creative fusion
1111S I 1114
San Jose,

Mayo:
9SI2S

10S) 2-11-100()
FISHERMAN’S VILLAGE

Chinese & Mongolian Cuisine
2425 S. Bascom Ave.. Campbell
371-5015

I !SHERMAN’S VILLAGE

Special
Sit Down

Lunch
Served Toes Fri 11 30-230
Daily Specials and Catch of the Day

Sunday Champagne Brunch

plus

All You Can Eat Buffet
2 for 1 Eggs Benedict
fly

Ham and Eggs $8 95

Dinner

Served Sun-Thurs 4 30-10-00
Fri & Sat 4 30 11.00 36 Selections
Including Veal Chadian Steak Shellfish
Plus Catch of the Day

Happy Hour!

Early Bird Dinners

10 Special Items plus
,isrl Ill ti Ill

Soup or Salad 55 95
Fri S -at .1 II

Monday Friday 4 30 7.30 Won drtnio41.00
Call drinks-31 50
Premiums, Blended Drinks & Body Heaters-S2 00
PLUS KA Hors doeusisrs

Dance to Live Music
Thursdays. Fridays tir Saturdays

996-2332
19930 iteven., ( reek Elk d

996-2332

19930 Stevens Creek Blvd

DINNER
5:30-1000

a center for fine foods
176 west santa clara st
(408) 286-6953
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Poet Bly to relate works consciousness

By Netha Thacker
Robert Bly, noted poet and Jungian
scholar, will be in San Jose this weekend
for a poetry reading and seminar.
Bly is the author of several books of
poetry and many translations of other
poets. His translations of contemporary
European and South American poets
brought these poets to the awareness of
Americans in the .50s.
He was also active in protesting the
Vietnam War. In 1968, as the recipient of
the National Book Award for his volume of
anti -war poems, "The Light Around the
Body," he turned the 81,000 prize over to
the Resistance, a draft resisters
movement.
As a Jungian, Bly is a believer in a
dual consciousness, which includes a personal and a collective unconscious. In a
preface to his book, "This Tree Will Be
Here for a Thousand Years," Bly wrote of
the two separate energies and his attempts to merge them in his poetry "a
union of inner and outer in the same

Bly has made an extensive study of
mythology as a means of getting in touch
with archetypes, ideas and images from
the collective experience of mankind. He
returned this week from Crete, where he
led a study group in mythology.
This summer, he will lead a group to
Ireland with Gioia Timpanelli, a noted storyteller who appeared here in February.
They will study Celtic mythology and
tales.

His poems are deceptively simple,
using many natural images, but finely
crafted. He has also written of working to
find "a sequence of sounds, a rhythm, and
an image that carries the inner and outer
together ... "
The Friday night reading will include
a telling of a fairy tale, "The Girl Without
Hands," adapted from the Grimm brothers and other sources. The reading is cosponsored by the San Jose Poetry Center
and Reed Magazine.

Participants in Saturday’s seminar
are asked to read "Prisoners of Childhood" or "The Drama of the Gifted
Child," by Alice Miller and "Incest and
Human Love," by Robert Stein.
The reading will take place at 8 p.m.
Friday in the Music Building Concert Hall.
Admission is 65.
The seminar, co
-sponsored by the Poetry Center and Alembic Seminars, will
take place from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday at the University Club, 408 S.
Eighth St. Enrollment is 8100.

At Saturday’s seminar. Bly will lead a
discussion of The Heavenly Marriage
and the Human Family: Healing the
Wounds of Childhood." In addition to examining the question of healing the
wounds received from parents, the semi nar will also focus on ancient beliefs in a
Holy Man and his wife, or a Holy Woman
and her lover or husband.
"Physical or sexual abuse often
leaves deep wounds," Bly said. "Can we
make other people give us what we did not
receive from our parents?"

Dance to Your Favorite
top -40 hits
with CAROUSEL
May 4 and 5

Pa/Wei
3.00

93 S. Central
in the Factory
in Campbell

374-4500

No Cover Charge With Coupon
Fri., May 4 and Sat., May 5
\J 3We
one coupon per person
must be 21 or over
93S. Central, Campbell 374-4500
LC //110-1
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Robert Bly

Club action
MORRIS DALEY AUDITORIUM,
SJSU
Today: David Ladd and
the Video Jazz, Cachet,
One World.
SAN JOSE CENTER
FOR THE PERFORMING
Wednesday:
ARTS
James Taylor.
ESSEX
JUNCTION,
510 El Paseo De Saratoga,
San Jose Today, Friday,
Saturday: Hush.
SMOKEY
MOUNTAIN, 33 S. Central Ave.,
Campbell
Saturday:
Full Moon Tang.
JD’S LARIAT. 93 S.
Central Ave., Campbell
Today, Friday, Saturday:
Touch ’n Go.
KEYSTONE BERKELEY, 2119 University Ave.,
Berkeley
Today: Ron

Thompson & The Resistors, The Natives. Saturday: Leroy Sibbles, Don
Carlos and Gold.
KEYSTONE
PALO
ALTO, 260 California Ave.,
Palo Alto Today: Leroy
Sibbles, Don Carlos and
Gold, Dragon, Rock-a-Fellas. Friday: Elvin Bishop,
Chuck Wagon and the
Wheels.
THE
STONE,
412
Broadway, San Francisco
Today: New D-Zine, The
Sheets, 2x2. Friday: Leroy
Sibbles, Don Carlos and
Gold. Saturday: Ronnie
Montrose. Sunday: Tom
Browne.
WOLFGANGS, 901 Columbus Ave., San FranWire
Friday:
cisco
Train. True West, Insect

10% DISCOUNT
minimum 2 people, expires May 24, 1 984

4,
V

FURUSATO
RESTAURANT
). The
Old fashioned flavor of japan
2 50 E. Jackson St

S.I. 95 I 1

z

(408) 288-961 1
HOURS
2:00 pm
Lunch: 1 1:30 am
Weekdays and Saturday
5:00 pm
Dinner:
Saturday 5:00 pm
Sunday 4:00 pm
CLOSED MONDAYS

8:30 pm
9:00 pm
30 pm

Surfers. Monday: Gang of
Four.
COW
PALACE:
Wednesday: Van Haien.
KABUKI THEATER,
Japantown, San Francisco
Saturday: The Alarm,
Long
Riders,
Robert
Seidler.
THE GREAT AMERICAN MUSIC HALL, 859
O’Farrell St.. San Francisco
Friday: Tito
Puente. Saturday: Ferron.
THE
COUNTRY
STORE, 157 W. El Camino
Real, Sunnyvale Today:
The Stand. Friday, Saturday: Model Citizen.
FARGOS, 2540 California St., Mountain View
Today: Joe Sharino. Friday, Saturday: Night in
Vienna.
NILES
STATION,
37501 Niles Blvd., Fremont
FriToday: Wildfire.
day: Fragile, Excalibur.
Saturday: The Eighties,
Bay Rum. Sunday: Comedy with Jay Lem Bobby
Slayton,
A.
Whitney
Wednesday:
Brown.
(’haser.
COLOAKLAND
ISEUM ARENA Saturday: Billy Joel.
Van
UPCOMMING:
Haien, James Taylor, Patti
La Belle, Dan Fogelberg,
Thompson
Twins,
Joe
Jackson, Thomas Dolby,
Modern English, Rush,
Gary Moore, Laurie Anderson, Siouxsie and the
Banshees, John Denver,
The Moody Blues. Charlie
Pride, Temptations, Four
Tops, Miles Davis, Smokey
Robinson, Chuck Mang’
lone. (Check local ticket
agencies for dates and
places).

